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Todays TV Is More Boring
Than Shocking: Tillstrom

T

"As a TV viewer, I find this year I'm
— not even disturbed or shocked, but

bored

just bored," said Burr Tillstrom,creatorof

i

"Kukla, Fran and Ollie" and teaching associate in theatre at

Hope.

"In the businessof TV, each network

wants

the largest audience at all hours of the day so it

can charge the maximum for commercial
time. This leads to the 'lowestcommon denominator' approach to broadcasting,"said
Newton Minow, former chairman of the Fed-

<

eral

Communication Commission,who

shocked the public in 1961 by labeling television programming "a vast wasteland."
The occasion which brought the two experts together was Minow's two-day visit to
Hope. Minow and Tillstromechoed each other's claims that television has great potential
but is sorely in need of improvement.
Tillstromsaid he believes it's part of human
nature to be fascinatedwith horror and
another'smisfortune. "But I see no reason to
encourage this the way TV does, just as I see
no reason to encourage pornographyor
tastelessness. I think taste is an important
thing — it's not snobbish, it has to do with

f

improving."

I

Minow added that the industry seems to
waste its efforts trying to deny various levels
of TV-induced harm, rather than focusing on
the more positive issue of how the medium
might be used to help people.
The former co-chairman of the League of
Women Voters committeethat coordinated
the 1976 presidential debates, Minow said
public broadcastingwill be strong enough in
five years to significantly influencecommercial TV. But he emphasized that the public
broadcastingsystem must not become totally
dependent on government funding.
Minow and Tillstrom wholeheartedly
agreed that there is too little live TV programming. When film is used, it should be
used in "a television way," Tillstrom said,
pointing to the now-defunct "Mary Tyler
Moore" show as an example.

r
Apocalypse? Refugees from an H. G. Wells novel? Scenes from
Sesame Street? Turn to page 4 to find out.
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Hope Alumnus Honored
As Outstanding Educator
Richard F. Welch '50 has been named the
American Chemical Society (ACS) Central Regional Award for outstanding high school chemistry teaching and
exceptionalcontributionsto science education. Welch, a member of the Dearborn
(Mich.) High School faculty, was one of only
seven high school teachers to be honored in
the country this year with an ACS regional
award.
recipient of a 1977

named the first recipient
MichiganOutstanding Chemistry
Award, sponsored by the Michigan Chemical
In 1968 Welch was

of the

Council and Manufacturing Chemists Association.
In 1973 Welch received a Hope CollegeDistinguishedAlumnus Award, citing him as an
outstanding teacher of chemistry. He has
been influential in bringing qualitystudents

Michael Walters and Ross Thornburg,both
freshmen. Welch's son Jeff, also a Presidential Scholar, is a Hope sophomore.
Welch is a member of the Detroit Sectionof
the ACS and serves on its EducationalCommittee. He was a charter member, the first
vice presidentand the third president of the
MichiganScience Teacher's Association.He
is also a member of the Michigan Educational
Association,the Michigan Federation of
Teachers, and the School Science and Mathematics Association.

Each issue

education with graduate courses in physics
and chemistry. He has also been a participant
and chairman of many workshopsfor science
teachers, and has regularly attended National

News

from Hope College
providing you with an inthis year is

depth, up-to-date
look at one of the
four academic divisions of Hope
College. This issue

focuses on the

Hu-

manities Division,
beginning on page
7.

He holds the M.A. degree from Western
MichiganUniversity and has continued his

of

"When Mary went somewhere, we didn't
see her leave her apartment, go out into the
street, get into her car and then speed across
town until she got where she was going. We
only saw her closingher apartment door."
Tillstrommentioned a Christmas special he
had just finished taping with The Carpenters
musical duo.
"It was a fine show, but everything was
preconstructed.Ollie can lip-sing better than I
can."
Minow added: "When it began, the whole
point of TV was to take you away to where
something was happening. Now TV has become a big film projector."

'7

Oak Ridge Lab Combines
Liberal Arts with Research

compus
scene

The followingstory on the Oak Ridge Science to test the validity of the liberal arts principle
Semester is second in a News from Hope Col- in a research environment,
lege series on domestic, off-campus study
This semester Dale Boss is conducting a
portunitiesfor Hope
computer simulation of statisticalcluster
analyses of well water samples, for the purIn the Cumberland foothills, 60 miles from pose of determining where high concenthe Great Smokey Mountains, students and trations of uranium might be found,
experts work side by side at Oak Ridge
Sandra Burke has been reprogramminga
tional Laboratoriesexploringareas of current computer simulation of cryosurgery in two
scientific interest and
dimensions. Ultimately, the simulation will
The Great Lakes Grlleges Association'sbe expanded to three dimensions, affording
Oak Ridge ScienceSemester offers Hope stu- valuable information on effects of "cold
dents opportunitiesfor researchand study in probes" that aren't visible from the surgeon's
all the major branches of chemistry, physics, vantage point.
biology, and more recentlycomputerscience David Boundy has been writinga computer
and the social sciences— all in the setting of simulation program for a separationscheme
one of the world's major research centers. of U23.-,and U238 that would be more efficient
This semester three Hope computer science than the traditional membrane-passage
students — Dale Boss, a senior from Palos scheme.
Heights, 111.; David Boundy, a junior
The Oak Ridge Science Semester program
Holland, Mich.; and Sandra Burke, a senior began in 1970. The Oak Ridge National
from Addison, Mich. — are among the
Laboratorieswere establishedin 1943 for the
GLCA students at Oak Ridge. Dr. Herbert L. purpose of extractingplutonium from spent
Dershem, associate professorof mathematics, reactor slugs. When the Atomic Energy Acts
and computerscience, is also at ORNL as this passed in 1946 and the Atomic Energy Cornyear's director of the GLCA
mission was formed, ORNL became responsiEach of the selected students spends
ble for nuclear energy research,
hours per week in research as an assistant
Since 1974 Oak Ridge has been responsible
an Oak Ridge scientist. The student
to the Energy Research and Development
selects one senior level course (four
Administration and has grown into a huge,
professorsaccompany students to Oak Ridge) multidisciplinary
and multipurpose instituand participates in an interdisciplinary semi- non.
nar led by ORNL scientists.Toward the end
Each Oak Ridge participant earns 16 hours
the semester, students present 30-minute of academic credit: 8 for research,and 4 each
individual oral reports to the GLCA group and for the interdisciplinary
seminar and the
ORNL research
senior level course.
A unique aspect of the Oak Ridge program Applicationsmay be obtained from Dr.
is that it affords participants the opportunity David Klein, professor of chemistry and Hope
to engage in intensive scientificresearchwhile coordinatorof the Oak Ridge Semester. Tuicontinuing the liberal arts experience.Stu- tion is roughly equal to the average tuition at
dents are exposed to ethical issues involved GLCA schools.Students provide for their
with scientific experimentation, and are able own room and board.

op-

students.

Na-

uncertainty.

i

\
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Newest and largest of the six research reactorsin operation at Oak Ridge is the 100
megawatt High Flux Isotope Reactor. HFIR, which produces the worlds highest neutron
flux, is a key facility in the national program to produce and conduct research on manmade elements heavier than plutonium. (Photo courtesy Oak Ridge National Laboratory.)

Eldridge Cleaver Describes

Conversion to Christianity
Eldridge Cleaver, former Black Panther
militantconverted to Christianity,told Hope
students he was "glad the Lord didn't write
into his Scripturethat everyone but Eldridge
Cleaver could be saved."
Cleaver was on campus for two days in
mid-October for a series of classroom presentations and a public lecture, under the auspices of the chaplain'soffice.
Free on $100,000 bond for charges of attempted murder stemming from a 1968
shootout between Black Panthers and members of the Oakland police force. Cleaver said
that the biggest change in his life is his attitude toward people.
"Since becominga Christian,1 haven't met
one person that I don't love."
In his public lecture "Then, Now and What
Happened" Cleaver traced his life story for a
near-capacityaudience in Dimnent Chapel.
Bom in Arkansas the grandson of two ministers, Cleaver said it was predictedhe too
would become a preacher. The family moved
to Californiawhen Cleaver was 12 years old
and he said within a few years "the jailhouse
had a revolving door for me."
In 1965 while servinga 10 year sentence in
Fulsome Prison the high school dropout began
writing his now-famous Soul on Ice.
"I wrote the book out of desperation and
the knowledgethat my life had to change or I
would die in prison."
After his release in 1966, Cleaver turned
from criminalactivitiesto black strugglesand
became minister of information for the Black
Panther party. After the 1968 Oakland shoot-

4

out, he was ordered to San Quentin Prison on

charges of parole violation.
"I was given 60 days to decide whether to
pack a small bag and go to prison, or to pack a
bigger bag and go farther- away."
Cleaver chose to flee the country and spent
seven years in exile in Cuba, Algeria and
France. He said he became disillusioned with
other governments,and what he had once
called "the American nightmare"began to
evolve for him into the American dream.
Cleaver describedto the Hope audience his
dramatic conversion which took place in
southern France while watching a full moon.
He said he saw his own face and the faces of his
former heroes — Mao Tse-tung, Malcolm X,
Karl Marx and Fidel Castro — pass across the
face of the moon .These faces were replaced by
that of Jesus, said Cleaver,and he began reciting the 23rd Psalm and the Lord's Prayer.
The next morning he began to make arrangements to return to the U.S. and surrender to authorities. After arrivinghome on
Nov. 18, 1975, he spent his first nine months
in prison before his $100,000 bond was arranged by conservativePhiladelphiamillionaire

program.

40
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1

supervisors.
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Arthur DeMoss.

1

Cleaver said he now has two prides in his
life — "my family and the work I have been
given, to share my life with others."
He has been touring campuses and appeared on Robert Schuller's "Hour of Power"
television program. Cleaver'ssecond book
Soul on Fire is scheduled to be off the press in
February.

1
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One Loses Nykerk

Sophomore JenniferNielsen of Elkhart, Ind.
wrote her observationson Nykerk for campus

,

plasticbag from the cleaners. Dark shoes have

been begged, borrowed or polished. And mom
brought her white gloves to you last night.
What happened next is a blur. I remember
which was won by the freshmen.
standing to sing, squeezing the hand I
j
At my very first Nykerk meeting last year, holding on each side and taking a deep breath. 11
1
Vol. 8, No.
November/December1977 the coaches explained Nykerk in two ways. And I remember smiling — smiling 'till
jaws ached. Then it was over. The sophoPublished for Alumni, Friends and Parents of Hope College. Should you receive more than One was the clinical definition— Nykerk is
mores won. But I remembered what had been
one copy, please pass it on to someone in your community. An overlap of Hope College competition between freshmen and sophomore women in song, drama and oration. The said at rehearsals:"No one loses Nykerk.
constituenciesmakes duplicationsometimes unavoidable.
When you meet in the middle it doesn't
j
other definition was emotional, and as
Editor: Tom Renner
ter which number is going to be engraved on
freshmen, we really didn't understand
Editorial Assistant: Eileen Verduin Beyer
Nykerk is a feeling. Or rather it's a mixture of the cup." I think the freshmen were all a little Alumni Assistant: Phyllis Kleder
disappointedthat we'd lost, but that feeling's
feelings, hope, fear, friendship,frustration,
Reporter: Debra Hall
gone now. It's been replacedby the anticipaand some strange undefinable tinglingthat
Photo Credits: Paul Hartje, John Kobus, Andy Loree, Martin Wick, Holland Sentinel
happens in the warm-up room five minutes tion of tomorrow night. And when you meet
in the middle and hug your best friend, or the
Official Publication:news from Hope College is published four times a year by Hope College, before curtain.It's when you realize "this is
girls you stood between, or the girl you
.J
it." Three weeks of practice and notes from
85 East 12th Street, Holland, Michigan 49423
s
morale guys are behind. The navy skirt has ways saw but never met, your feelings
radio station WTAS prior to this year's event

was

my

—

mat-

al-

for

Why Hope?
National Merit Freshmen Give Reasons
This year there are approximately 3700 National Merit Scholars in the United States.

I

*

Seventeen of these exceptionalfreshmenare
enrolledat Hope College. That means there
are more National Merit freshmen attending
Hope than any other private college in Michigan. Comparing Hope's number of National
Merit Scholarswith that of other colleges and
universities with enrollments of less than
3000, Hope ranks among the top 30.
Why Hope? News from Hope College recently asked several of the College's National
Merit freshmenthat question.
ElizabethNorthrop of Madison, Wis. says
she chose Hope because she "liked the beautiful campus, the friendlypeople, and Hope's
good sciencedepartment."
She became acquainted with Hope while
vacationingon Lake Michigan. Having grown
up in a universitytown, Elizabethsays the
relative smallness of Hope impressed her.
Hope was the only school to which she
applied. She was initially planning on premedical study, but says she's now open to
some other possibilities,including psychology or English.

then

I

know

it's

time to do something else for

a while."

Marianne Dykema, a fourth generation
Hopeite from Spring Lake, Mich., says she
chose Hope for "lots of reasons."
Taking a deep breath, she proceeds to list
them: Hope's affiliationwith the Reformed
Church ‘in America, its strong science division, that "it's just a good school, period,"its
smallness,its commitment to the liberal arts
principle, and her familiarity with Hope
through the chain of parents, grandparents
and great-grandparents.
"1 really liked the idea that Hope wasn't
what I'd call an overly religious school but
that here you could be a Christian without
people thinking you're strange."
Marianne has been especially impressed
this semester with the professor-student
contact at Hope. She relates the experience of a
friend attendinga state universitywhose first
hour class consists of 500 studentslistening to
a taped presentation,and contraststhis with
"the really nice profs" at Hope. She says
Hope professorsknow students'names and
are always happy to give extra help if the

Scott
student asks. She also found it a pleasantsurprise that her advisorentertainedhis advisees
in his home. "It showed he really cares about

DeWitt

, -j
f

4*

#!'

us.

Marianne was also impressed with the
Nykerk Cup competition between freshman
and sophomore women. "Our class is big
enough so that everyone doesn't know
everyone else but small enough to get together and do somethinglike Nykerk

—

there's nothing else like it."

Marianne

Dykema

Cal Folkert of Holland, Mich, jokinglysays
he picked Hope "so my mother can be my
laundry woman." The son of Jay Folkert'39,
professor of mathematics at Hope, Cal says
linear algebra is his easiest course this semester. He's consideringa major in mathematics
or one of the other sciences.
Cal thinks SAT national test scores have
declinedin recent years because "high school
students don't seem to have the discipline and
wanting to learn that I've been told they used
to have."
Cindy Van Ark of Grand Rapids, Mich, is
consideringa career in engineering or a health
field, but at this point remains undecided . She
chose Hope because of her familiarity with the
College (her father, Bernard, is a 1956
graduate),because of Hope's affiliation with

Elizabethsays her grade point average at

midterm was significantly lower than her
high school GPA. "But I had already been

r

f

warned that would happen, so it didn't bother
me too much. I've also been told it will go back
up again."
Scott DeWitt of Sterling, 111. grew up being
familiar with Hope. His father, Warren, is an
alumnus from the class of 1950 and his
brother Mark and sister Gail are also Hope
graduates.Until two years ago, the DeWitt
family lived in nearby Grand Rapids. He says
he visited several other liberal arts schools,
but settled on Hope because "it's a good
school and I liked the campus."
He says his first impression of Hope was "it
was empty" — not surprisingsince he arrived
a week before his classmatesfor football prac-

Cynthia Van Ark

tice.

Scott hasn't yet decided on a major. "Liberal arts is really good for

me

me because it gives
know what I

a taste of everything until I

want to do. A wide range of courses gives me
the vantage points of what other people think.
It's a good basis for a decision."
His toughest classes this semester are Introductionto Liberal Studies and Differential
Equations.But Scott says he likes them both.
The defensive end football player is taking
voice lessons and hopes to become a part of the
College Chorus. He's also playing intramural
basketball.
Scott thinks students don't have to make a
choice between activities and good grades.
'Good grades, for me, aren't a matter of rime.
I can study just so long

Phil

VanderHa

the Reformed Church in America, and because she was looking for a small school.
The former Powder Puff football player
hopes to be active in intramural football play
at Hope. She thinks students can be active on
campus and keep up their GPA if they "first
get organized."
Cindy says most women studentsno longer
think in terms of becoming a homemaker or
having a career — they either plan to do both
or plan for a career to which they can return.
Phil VanderHaar of Orange City, Iowa is a
third generation Hopeite who chose Hope for
its "good record in graduate school admissions."
He sent inquiries to severalother small
liberal arts colleges before applying to Hope.
Phil says the amount of reading requiredin
his Hope classes required a period of adjustment. "I knew a lot of studying would be
involved in my classes when I came, but I
guess I wasn't really prepared for the degree."
He's consideringa career in law and a possible major in history, and affirmsthe value of
the liberal arts: "I want to leam about many
things. I'm still basically undecided careerwise. Liberal arts gives me a chance to explore."

3
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Time
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Shine

way of saying "it's
which used to be a slang way of
saying "it may be good for you but you won't
like it. "That's how some musicians feel about
"the pit" — short for orchestrapit — that low
place between the audience and the stage
where they rarely see anything and no one
ever sees them.
"It's the pits" is a slang

a drag"

.

.

But without the "pit-player"(not to be
confused with bit-playerwho at least is up
there in the light!) Hope's theatre could not
have done its last production of the musical
"Carnival." The musicians were down there
in a cramped, crowded space for late night
technicalrehearsals,performances one after
another, under a stage built out oyer their
heads so actors were literallyon top of them
and out of sight. That's not the ideal, romantic vision a music student has when he enters
the arts, studieswith a fine teacher,plans a
career in music. But that is the way it is, at
least part of the time, for all but the rare few
Prof. Cecil out-front with Hope band.
who, as they say in the business,"concerimproved a few others, and did a conjuring
tize." It's the way it was for nearly three
trick or two with the always present
weeks while "Carnival" was getting on its
monotones. Carolyn McCall, a junior from
feet.
Hope's musicians sacrificewhen they work Hillsdale, Michigan, sang the lead role of Lili,
in the theatre. Bob Cecil, professorof music, and the following week for a change of pace,
knew that when he agreed to conduct for the was one of the soloists in the Vaughan
production. He said afterward, "Every good Williams Mass in G Minor performed by the
musician learns that there are moments when Chapel Choir. Other music majors performed
he supports and moments when he shines. as well, Jim Taylor and Judy White for examWorking with the orchestrawas a lot of fun ple. But always beneath them giving them
for me and I was very impressed with their support, were the pit musicians who are not
pictured on this page.
competence, their professionalattitude and
Bob Cecil recalled that fifteen years ago he
their commitment to the success of the
resigned his chair in the orchestraof the
show."
"Carnival" was built to a large extent on Broadway production, A Funny Thing HapMusic Department talent. Stuart Sharp, the pened on the Way to the Forum to come to
department's chairman, was vocal coach. He Hope College. In those days he was "in the
discovered a few voices no one knew about. pit," and that's why he knows how a musician

Prof. Cecil and orchestra in the pit.
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-D Designs
By Kevin

Kelley

T est

campus.

the

pro-

com-

then

them."

!

1
when midnight comes along at a final
dress rehearsaland there are exams to pass
and classes to attend the next day. Bob remembered that his last Broadway show was
feels

relatively easy to endure because he could at
least see the stage and on it the wonderful,

1

zany Zero Mostel. Zero played to the musicians in the pit and loved to crack them up.
Bob recalled one saxophoneplayer saying to
him, "if you laugh that hard at Zero every
night, the manager of the theatrewill make

you buy a ticket."
Sometimes theatrefolks forget "to play"
for the men and women in the pit. If the"

1

reversewere true
. well, it doesn't need to
be said. We all hope the path between the
Music and Theatre Departmentsstays well
.

.

worn.

Campus Imagination

given environment,which affect people in
their space; which affect their spirit.AccordThe Apocalypse? Refugees from an H. G. ing to Michel, most people are indifferent to
Wells novel? Or perhaps scenes from an early art. He stated, "They don't realize the impact
Sesame Street. Not quite; but those are all that architectureand the presence of art, or
quite understandable reactionsto the crea- lack of it, can have on their mood and outlook
tures in the photos. In its latest effort to bring in general."
art to the people, Hope's Art
Referring to the figures placed about camplaced these unlikely objectsd'art in
pus, he said that 3-D design can be as much an
frequented spots about
event, as the creationof a particular piece of
The figureswere created by
art. "The reactions of the people are as impor3-Dimensional Design class,under the super- tant to the artist as the actual creatingof the
vision of Delbert Michel, associate
work," he stated. "The arts must try to relate
fessor of art. According to Michel, the project to the person on the street. An artistmust try
was inspiredby a desire to create something to reach the public, on his own terms. That's
which demanded to be seen. The student de- important."
signerswanted to confront the campus
When asked if there were plans for future
munity with pieces of art in their everyday events such as this, Michel said that he is
environment.The sculptureswere designed hopeful more can be done to put art where the
with a particular space in mind, and
people are. "I have become acutely aware of
placed strategically, so that the people would the need on our campus for more art to be
be forced to "bump into them; to walk under made accessible to the students,and the comand around
munity as a whole," he said. "Even to the
The objective of 3-dimensional design is to point of placing art in the center of traffic
leam to design environmental space in order flow. We should do everything possibleto
to communicate to the people who use it. In make the space which we use interesting and
other words, to work with contrastsin the pleasing."

Department
oft-
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Recitals

Show

Faculty in Action

By Barbara Dee Folensbee Timmer '43

willingnessof the members of the music faculty to go far beyond the professionalreMembers of the Hope College family and quirements of their teaching responsibilities.
the greater Holland. community are indeed
Anyone interestedin pursuing a musical
fortunate to have a superb college music de- education at Hope College will be interested
partment in their midst. That statement has to know that Hope offers the Bachelor of
been heard many times in connectionwith the Music Degree in both Performance and Music
various cultural and academic offeringscon- Education. Hope also offers the Bachelor of
stantly available. One very special facet which Arts Degree in Music with an emphasis in
deservesmuch recognitionand appreciation is music history or theory.
the Hope College Faculty Chamber Concerts.
Many students with majors outside the
Under the expert, quiet, behind-the-scenes field of music maintain.an active interest in a
guidance and coordinationof Professor Joan wide variety of vocal and instrumental enConway, this series has been available to the sembles such as the Hope College Band, the
general public and the college community for Symphonette,and Chapel Choir. Privateinthe past nine years. Each of the five concerts is
struction is available to all students regardless Anthony Kooiker, harpsichord; Mary Bierling, soprano; Helen Dauser, flute
held on a Sunday afternoon in the Wichers of their academic major. In fact, many fine
Auditoriumon campus and lasts approxistudents in the sciences and humanities are
mately one hour. After attending just one of attracted to Hope College because of this
these concerts, being present at ALL of them unique opportunity for high quality private
becomes a compulsion.
music instruction.
They are special in a number of ways. The EDITOR'S NOTE: Future Faculty Chamber
JANUARY
performances feature works both old and new Concerts will be held Feb. 12, March 12, and
Music Department Student Recital; Wichers Aud., 7 p.m.
in a variety of instrumental and vocal combi- April 19. Each begins at 4 p.m. in Wichers
Guest Recital: Larry Maxey, clarinetist and Linda Maxey, marimbist;
nations,i.e. organ and trumpet, soprano/
Auditorium.
Wichers Aud., 8 p.m.
flute/harpsichord,
violin/doublebass/piano,
Don Redlich Dance Co.; Civic Center, 8 p.m.
not to mention a large choral work and a large
chamber group (really a small orchestra)
FEBRUARY
composed of faculty, community people,and
Student Recital; Dimnent Chapel, 7 p.m.
students. Professor Conway begins to orSenior Recital: Joan VanderKooi,alto & Daniel Smith, pianist; Wichers
ganize these concertsand completes the
Aud., 8 p.m.
schedule just as school opens in the fall. As
Michael Newman, guitarist; Dimnent Chapel, 8 p.m.
Dr. Stuart Sharp, chairmanof the departSenior Recital: Gaye Rudis, pianist & Marianne Walck, violinist; Wichers
ment, says, "Joan carries on a crusade for
Aud., 8 p.m.
performers but ends up with more than
Faculty Chamber Music Concert; Wichers -Aud. , 4 p.m.
enough to fill the schedule." Regularly
19 Guest Recital: Nicholas Kynaston,English concert organist;Dimnent
scheduled faculty music concertsare unique
in this area. Rehearsal time often is difficultto
Chapel, 8:30 p.m.
schedule.Participants can be heard practicing
Mich. Church Related Colleges Chamber Choir Festival, Dimnent Chapel,
late on a Saturday night, the only free time
8 p.m.
any of them can arrange during a busy week.
Senior Recital: Douglas VanDenBerg, pianist; Dimnent Chapel, 8 p.m.
In addition to delightingthe audiences,
23,24,25 "Life With Father"; DeWitt Center, 8 p.m.
these concertsare very valuable in other
Senior Recital: Stephen Eliason,cellist;Wichers Aud., 8 p.m.
ways. They are beneficial for the faculty in
Delta Omicron Musicale; Wichers Aud., 3 p.m.
keeping up their performance level; their stuFaculty Recital: Linda Branner, violinist & Joan Conway, pianist, Wichers
dents are able to see excellence in action; and
Aud., 8 p.m.
the particularly competent students are occa-

the
arts

Arts Co lender

19
24
27

I
Jk

2
3

10
11

12

!

23

24

25
26
27

sionally invitedto perform with their

I

teachers.These concertsdemonstrate the

28

Bruce Formsmci, trumpet and Roger Davis,
organist

Senior Recital: Jean Poppen, soprano and Rachel Huttar, violinist; Wichers

Aud., 8 p.m.

MARCH
1,2,3,4 "Life With

2
2

Student Recital; Wichers Aud., 7 p.m.

12
13
14
16

Workshop: Daniel Adni, pianist; Wichers Aud., 2 to 5 p.m.
Young Concert Artists, Daniel Adni, pianist; Dimnent Chapel, 8 p.m.
Senior Recital: Kathryn Mason, pianist; Dimnent Chapel, 8 p.m.
Hope College Orchestra Concert; Dimnent Chapel, 8 p.m.
Hope College Band Kletz Concert; DeWitt Center, 8 p.m.
Senior Recital: Sandra Ritchie, violinist and Laurie Dunn, pianist; Wichers
Aud., 8 p.m.
Faculty Chamber Music Concert; Wichers Aud., 4 p.m.
Workshop: Daniel Phillips, violinist; Wichers Aud., 2 to 5 p.m.
Daniel Phillips, violinist; Dimnent Chapel, 8 p.m.
Senior Recital: Lynn Berry, soprano & William Ashby, tenor; Dimnent

17

Senior Recital: Debra Cleason, pianist and Holly Warren, soprano; Wichers

19
21

Faculty Recital: Anthony Kooiker, pianist; Dimnent Chapel, 3 p.m.

3
4
7

f

10
11
i

Father"; DeWitt Center, 8 p.m.

Chapel, 8 p.m.

r

Aud., 8 p.m.

Senior Recital: Scott Bradley, trombonist; Dimnent Chapel, 8 p.m.

APRIL

8

Senior Recital: Linda Pyle, clarinetist and Judy McKenna, soprano; Wichers

9

Faculty Chamber Music Recital: Wichers Aud., 4 p.m.

t

Aud., 8 p.m.

*

i
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V espers on the
Over 50 radio stations throughout the country will broadcast a one hour tape of this
year's Christmas Vespers. You should consult
the station in your area for date and time.
Stationsthat had notified Hope College of
their intentions to broadcastthe program as of
Dec. 5 were:

MICHIGAN
Adrian— WIEN
Alpena — WATZ
Battle Creek

—

WDFP

WCHW

Bay City—
Berhen Springs — WAVS
Big Rapids— WBRN
BloomlieldHills — WBFH

W1TW

Cadillac—
Clare—

I

WRNN

B/VVANG
VVBFG

Coldw-ater—

Detroit—

YVTV

Air

HoUand— WHTC
Holland — WJBL
Houghton — WHDF
Houghton—WHGR-WJGS
Interlochen— W1AA
Mountain — WJNR
Family Life Radio
Kalamazoo— WKZO
Lapeer—
Iron

Jackson—

WMPC

— VVKLA
Menominee—WAGN
Muskegon— WKJR
Muskegon — WQWQ
Newberry — WNBY
Plymouth— WSDP

11
15
18
20

22

Detroit Symphony' Concert; Holland Civic Center, 8 p.m.

27,28,29 "The Runner Stumbles" DeWitt' Center, 8

27
28

NEW YORK
Buffalo—WNED
Syracuse—

21

Michigan Opera Theatre: Madame Butterfly;Holland High School Aud.
Concert: Symphonette & Wind Ensemble; Dimnent Chapel, 8 p.m.
Senior Recital: Gary Oegema, tenor and Noel Wing, trombone; Wichers
Aud., 8 p.m.
Senior Recital: Lynn Owen, soprano and student string quartet; Wichers
Aud., 8 p.m.

West Branch— WBMI
Zeeland— WZND

MISSOURI
St. Louis— KSLH

WMHR

30

Ludington

Detroit—

WEXL

Dowagiae—

WDOW

WTRX
Fremont — WSHN
Gaylord— WATC
Flint—

Gladwin— W)EB
Grand Haven —
Grand Rapids — WCSG
Grand Rapids— WFUR
Harrisorv-L\VKKM

WGHN

Hillsdale—

WCSR

Johns— WRBJ
Joseph— WSJMAVIRX
South Haven — WJOR
Spring Arbor — VVSAE
Tawas City — WIOS
Three Rivers—
St.

St.

WLKM

VIRGINIA
Richmond —

WRFK

30

WGUC

2

OHIO
Cincinnati—

OREGON
Eugene— KWAX
Corvallis— KOAC
FLORIDA
Miami —

WLRN

Student Chamber Music Concert; Wichers Aud., 8 p.m.

p.m.

Student Recital; Dimnent Chapel, 7 p.m.
Senior Recital: Randy Weener, French horn and Paul VanSchouwen, trumpet; Wichers Aud., 8 p.m.
Music Department Concert: Hope College Band and Holland High School
Band; Holland High School Aud., 3 p.m.
Hope College Chapel Choir Concert; Dimnent Chapel, 8:30 p.m.

MAY
Concerto Concert: Hope College,Orchestra and Symphonettewith winners
of student auditions;Dimnent Chapel, 8 p.m.

6
5

"The Runner Stumbles";DeWitt Center, 8 p.m.
Senior Recital: Anne Boven, soprano; Wichers Aud., 9 p.m.
18,19,20 Tulip Time Organ Recitals: Dimnent Chapel; Twenty minute programs given
every hour from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
3,4,

5,
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Another change of emphasis is in terms of
the core curriculum. Our division, virtually
unanimously,agreed that there should be a
revision of the humanities component of the
core curriculum. We endorsed a proposal that
gives students a broader perspective,a
broader historical basis for dealing with cultural history.We are asking students to approach cultural history from a perspectiveriot
beginning 100 years ago, or at the beginning
of the American nation, but going back to our
cultural roots and giving students some insight into the evolutionof the societies, some
insight into the distinctive features about the
Greeks, the Hebrews, the Romans and — in
The following is taken from an interview more modem times — about the French, the
Germans and the English,and the major patwith Dr. Jacob E. Nyenhuis,dean for the
terns in history.So we are trying to give
humanities and professorof classics.
studentsa broader perspectiveon history, litDr. Nyenhuisassumed his current position
in 1975, after 13 years as a member of the erature and philosophy, and we want them to
choose from among these sequences of
faculty of Wayne State University.A
courses.
graduate of Calvin College,he holds the
M.A. and the Ph.D. degrees from Stanford
Q. Describe your division's strengths.
University.
A. As in any division, finally, the strength
lies in the faculty, and I think we have subQ. What are the unifying characteristics stantial strength in our faculty as it is presof tike departments within your division? ently constituted.But as we recruit new faculty, we seek faculty who will help us to
A. The humanities division includes Enachieve even greater strengthsin the respecglish, foreign languages, history, philosophy
and religion. There is a coherence in the divi- tive departments and across the division.

Second in a Series

3

%A

Humanities
Division

i

sion because all of the departments within the
division are concerned with the intellectual

f

f

r

traditions of

mankind, are concerned with

moral values, with raising questions about
underlying presuppositions,underlying
philosophies.They deal with issues in'a similar fashion. There is a natural affinity, I think,
that the departments have within the division.
For example, in religion and in philosophy
we deal with fundamental questionsabout the
nature of man or humankind, and questions
such as, who are we as human beings, what is
our relationship to other human beings,what
is our relationshipto God. And in
literature— English literature and foreign
languages— many of the same questions are
raised about the nature of reality, about what
is distinctive about us as human beings, about
how to live with ambiguity'and uncertainty.
We are asking some of the same questions,
but we come at them from different perspectives. In dealing with history, for example, we
are concerned not merely with the political
and social systems of humankind, but with
implications,the underlying philosophiesof
people, the distinctiveness of certain dvilizations, why it is that civilizations like that of
the Greeks and Hebrews have had such a significant positionwithin Western tradition,
why it is that at a certain period in time one
country, one people, rose to such high levels
of achievement.

Q. Have any of the emphases of your
division changed significantly in recent

years?
A. I would say certainly that in the foreign
languages area we are in the processof changing some of the emphases. There was a major
change in 1973 when a straight language requirement was abandoned in favor of a foreign cultural studies requirement, in other
words, a combination of language and culture. Now we are in the process of doing some
revisionof that and are trying to determine
how best to achieveourgoals within the teaching of languages.This is a frequent issue that
comes up, not only within the language department itself, but across the division and
across the college. Some of these things I am
going to talk about in greater depth when we
talk more about the department itself,but 1
see it as a significant dimension of the
humanities. I genuinely believe that language
offers a unique key which unlocks the understanding of another culture. Therefore,I am a
strong advocate of language as part of the
humanities program, and as part of the general liberal arts principle.

apologies for that, as it
believe very strongly.

is

And

I make no
somethingthat I

There have also been changes in the emphases and options available for students who

are fulfilling the religion requirement. Our
faculty's participation in the senior seminar
program has been changing as a consequence
of the workshops funded by a grant from the
Lilly

Endowment. A number

of

our

humanities faculty has been involved with
this program and their participation has been
changing.

Q. What makes for a strong faculty
member?
A. When I am looking for a faculty
member,

I

am looking for somebody who has

the intellectual depthand the academic prepa-

ration to provide a solid foundation to build
upon, and who has the dynamism to be able to
communicatewhat he or she knows. The ideal
is someone who is an effective teacher,is
intellectually alive, is able to communicate
the joy of learning and the fascinationof
study in the humanities and the fascination of
studying generally,somebody who has depth
in his or her specific field, but also sufficient
breadth so that he or she does not. display
tunnel vision in his or her discipline.
I am certainly looking for people who have
a desire to maintain vitality in their professional fields.In many instances, this will lead
to research projects and publications.The
primary objective in a liberal arts college is
always going to have to be effective teaching
in the classroom,and research and publication
should be an extension of the teaching that is
going on in the classroom,not a substitute for

•

i

v M-'

lr

it.

Finally, I am looking for people who embody qualities of characterand Christian
commitment along with outstanding professional qualifications, since they would enable
us as a college to maintain a distinctiveness as

an undergraduate residential college striving
very subject and we had speakers there from
for excellence within the contextof the Chrisvarious governmentalagencies,universities,
tian faith. These are the lands of people that
and colleges from around the country who
we are seeking to attract as faculty.
were assembled there because they perceived
that this is an area that should have a great
Q. What do you see as the major chal- deal of attentionand that we should pool our
lenges your division will face during the best resources for meeting the challenge.
next five years?
Our country is signatory to the Helsinki
A. One of the major challengeswill ceragreementof 1975, which includes a statetainly be in the area of languages and the
ment on the commitment to languages. It
demonstration of the significant role that lan- commits our nation and other nations to an
guages have played, do play, and should play increasedemphasis on the importance of lanin the humanistic tradition in a liberal arts
guages and the learningof languages of other
tradition. That I see as a challenge and one
countries.I see our opportunity here at Hope
that we will meet with some very exciting
College for making a small contribution
proposals.I will mention just two of them
within the context of a much larger effort to
briefly. One is a plan to inaugurate the inten- increasethe visibility, the effectiveness and
sive language program in French beginning
appreciationof foreignlanguages as a part of
next semester, following the model of the
educational efforts.
Dartmouth IntensiveLanguageProgram, and
But it's a tough goal. I have been well aware
another is developmentof an integratedpro- throughout my professionalcareer that the
gram in languages and cultures, for which we art of languages is not one to which a large
are applying for a grant. If we get that grant majority of people would come flockingauand get another grant which we have pending tomatically.The history of our nation has
for the support of the Dartmouth program,I been somewhat different from the history of
think we will be well on our way toward
other nations,which is partly a reflection of
achievingsome of these goals that we have set the size of our country and partly a reflection
for our division.
of the short history of our country as a world
There has been a significant decline over
power, and partly a reflection of, one would
the past decade or so in the number of schools almost call it "arrogance," the assumption
requiringlanguage study as pan of their cur- that people can communicate with us and
riculum and there has been a significant de- should learn our language rather than making
cline in the number of students studying lan- an effort to learn the language of other people
guages. In fact, the situationhas gotten to
in order to understand them.
such a point that there are now plans for the
Another challenge certainly will be to proappointment of both a Presidential Commis- vide a kind of leadership in the humanities for
sion and a Congressional Commission on the the decades ahead to maintain a significant
role of languages in American life. Three or role for the humanities within education, to
four weeks ago, 1 attended a conference at
help to maintain a balance between a strong
Georgetown University which dealt with this career orientation,which is a very legitimate

goal, and the need for having a breadth of
perspectiveto build on in pursuing a career
and having a means of enriching our life by
keeping up with the best that has been written, compqsed,performed and painted and
sculpted in our tradition.
If we become mere technicians then we will
have gone a long way toward becoming an
impoverished society, but if we help our scientists to be at the very least technicianswith
some moral understanding, if we enable our
people who go into business to do so with an
appreciationfor the human dimension rather
than only the balance sheets,we will have
made an important contributionto the preparation of students.

But we have to recognize that a significant
challenge is going to be the preparationfor a
career, the preparationto get the proper training in order to enable one to get into the best
graduate schools and the best professional
schools,to balance the two desires in such a
way that we don't shortchange the persons
who want to pursue a career professionally
and at the same time don't shortchange them
intellectually and spiritually. We are concerned, I think, at Hope College more with
the issue of values and fundamentalethical
issues than some institutions are, and I think
this is very positive contributionto education
and students.

Q. What career counseling would you
give to a student planning to major in the
area of the humanities?
A. Well, the advice that I often give to
students planning to major in humanities is
that they should not think in too narrow
terms of what they can do as a major in the
(continued on page 9)
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professorsto teach reading and writing in the Hubert Weller,professor of Spanish
Building: Graves Hall
context of a topic that interests them. But he Special Resources:languagelaboratory. Learning& Readds that lately many professorssay they're
sourceCenter
spending less time on the subjectand more Minimum Requirement for a major:
The following majors programs are available in Classical
time teaching fundamentalwriting skills.
Studies (Classics,Greek and Latin),French, German and
Jellema points to faculty diversity as an
Spanish(consult Hope College Catalogor write departattractive featurefor students. "You can
ment chairman for specifics):
knock on almost any door here and find what 1. Language major

ENGLISH

<A

c

you're looking for," he says.
Professor John Hollenbach, for example,
recentlydeveloped a new course in legal writing. Assistant ProfessorJack Ridl had one of
his poems selected to be permanentlydisplayed in the Baseball Hall of Fame. Associate
ProfessorPeter Schakel this year edited a book
of essays on C.S. Lewis and also is having his
book on poetry of Jonathan Swift published.
The number of English majors going on to
graduate school has declined sharply during
the course of the past decade. Today more
majors are interestedin teaching at the
elementary or secondary level, or in entering
careers such as business,the ministry, or law.
"More and more frequently we hear that
graduate schools and businessesare looking to
hire college graduates whose educational
background is broad. 'We'll train them,' they
say; 'you educate them,'" Jellema notes.
He says the department strives to reaffirm
and maintain Hope's liberal arts emphasis.
"No student, no matter what his major,
should be able to graduate from Hope without
knowing who Aristotle is. By that 1 mean the
liberally educated student is one who is awar.e

G. Fike, associate professor of English
Harrington,assistantprofessor of English
Stephen I. Hemenway, assistant professor of English
John W. Hollenbach,professor of English
Charles A. Huttar,professor of English
R. Dirk Jellema, associate professor of English and chairman of the department
A. James Prins, professor of English
William Reynolds, associate professor of English
Jack R. Ridl, assistant professor of English
Peter J. Schakel,associate professor of English
Henry ten Hoor, professor of English
Russ Horton, teaching associate
Frances
Jane

Mary

walking around."
Noting that the original intent of a liberal
arts education was "to provide the wherewithal! with which to use one's leisure," Jellema says the English departmentis still
teaching students to read with a criticaland
appreciativeeye.
"Americanshave so much leisure. And the
only people really taking advantage of it are
sportscastersand the AMF Corporation," he
concludes.

Jellema, teaching associate

Percentageof fulltime faculty holding Ph.D. or other terminal degrees: 86%
Building:Lubbers Hall
Minimum requirementfor major: 30 hours,including
specificupper level courses
Courses designedto fill core curriculumrequirements:
Studies
World Literature I & II
Complementaryoff-campusprograms:
Philadelphia Urban Semester
Chicago Urban Semester
GLCA Arts Program in New York City
Apprenticeship
in Writing (may be taken as part of above
programs or by arrangementwith a localhost company
or agency)
Number of majors, 1976-77: 75
Number of graduatingmajors,1977: 30
Percentageof 1977 graduatingmajors who applied to
graduate or professional schools: small
Percentageof above who were acceptedinto graduate or
Introduction to Liberal

professional

FOREIGN
LANGUAGES &
LITERATURE

schools:100%

"You learn to write by writing. It's like
learning to play the piano, learning to speak,
or learning to dissect somethingin a lab, for
that matter," says R. Dirk Jellema,chairman
of the English department.

Jellema says he expectsthe English depart-

(

ment will be spending more time during the
coming years teaching the fundamentalsof

—

writing because students will need it more
"both because they'll be less prepared when
they get here and because the graduate
schools and the job market will demand it

more."
But it's a task that the English department
cannot meet alone, Jellema claims. He quotes
Barnard Van't Hul, director of freshman
composition at the University of Michigan,
who says every department should teach writing to its majors "so you wouldn't be able to
get out of an advanced course in say, psych,
without demonstrating an ability to manipulate your knowledgeof the subject by writing

down."
Toward that end, Hope's English department has recommended a handbook to be used
throughoutthe school, and has volunteered
its assistanceto other faculty members. A

it

revised core curriculum, presentlyunder consideration, calls for an increasedemphasis

a

2. Literature major
3. Area studies major
Course offerings designedto fill core curriculumrequirements:
All languagecourses and all classicscourses (consult Hope
College Catalog] ; also French, German and SpanishLiterature in Translation and World Today courses.
Complementary Off-Campus Programs:
Institute for European Study — Paris; IES — Nantes;
IES — Freiburg; IES — Madrid; IES — Vienna
Great Lakes Colleges Association— Bogota,Columbia
Hope Summer School in Vienna
Hope May/Junc Terms in Jordanand Greece
Number of majors,1976-77: 52
Number of graduatingmajors,1977: 20
Percentageof 1977 graduatingmajors who applied to
graduateor professional schools: 20%
Percentageof above who were acceptedinto graduateor
professional schools:100%

on

writing in courses which satisfy the cultural
history requirement.
Foundations for the developmentof writing, reading and discussionskills are laid in
the freshman English program,Introduction
to Liberal Studies.Approximatelya dozen
sections, each concentrating on a different
area of investigation, are offeredeach semester. Some recently offered sections are: Science Fiction and Fantasy, Cultures in Conflict: the Middle East, and Images of Women.
Jellema says the freshmanprogram allows

1

"The biggest challenge faring the department is to interest students in the study of
foreignlanguages and to maintain that inter-

1

est long enough to get to a level of proficiency

where the students can appreciatethe con-

tributionsof language study to a liberal arts
education," says Jacob E. Nyenhuis,dean for
the humanities, professor of classics and
chairman pro-tem of the department of foreign languages and literature.
of the traditions that formed him."
Next semester a pilot intensivelanguage
He points to a quotation from G.K. Chesr program in French will be inaugurated.
terton: "Tradition means giving votes to the
Hope's program is modeled after the muchmost obscure of all classes— our ancestors.It publicizedand highly successfulDartmouth
is the democracy of the dead. Tradition reIntensive Language program.
fuses to submit to the small and arrogant
Students will spend one hour per day in a
oligarchy of those who merely happen to be regular class session, and an additionalhour

Faculty:

HISTORY

Faculty:

William Cohen, associate professor of history
Earl Curry,associate professor of history and chairman of
the department
Paul Fried, professor of history
G. Larry Penrose,assistant professor of history
Michael Petrovich, associate professor of history
David Clark, professor of history (on leave, 1977-78)
Wilson Strand, teaching associate
Ralph Vunderink, teaching associate
Percentageof above holdingPh.D. or other terminal
degrees:100%
Building:Lubbers Hall
Minimum requirementfor major:
History — 30 credit hours,compositemajor-historical
studies— 18 credits history, 18 credits in supporting

each day in a lab session. The lab sessions will
fields
Course offerings designedto fill core curriculumrequireinvolve less than a dozen students in fastments:
paced conversationand drills. The lab sessions
Introduction to Ancient European Civilizanon
will be led by apprenticeteacherswho are
Introduction to Modem European History
upper-level French students.
Introduction to U.S. History,1607-1877
Introduction to Modem U.S. History
Studies at Dartmouth showed that in a
Complementary off-campusprograms:
one-hoUr lab session involving8-10 students,
Philadelphia Urban Semester
each student was given an average of 64 op- foreign study (see listingsunder department of foreign
portunitiesto respond.
languagesand literature)
Homework in the program will be virtually Number of majors,1976-1977: 34
nonexistent, Nyenhuis points out, since the Number of graduatingmajors,1977: 21
Percentageof 1977 graduatingmajors who applied to
drill sessionsare a form of supervised homegraduateor professional schools: 29%
work. Students will earn six hours of academic Percentageof above who were accepted into graduateor
professional schools: 83%
credit. A follow-up June term (three weeks)
course in Paris is highly recommended.
The history department, under the chairThis year a new Language Learning and
Resource Center opened in Graves Hall (see manship of Dr. Earl R. Curry, is trying to
change a trend.
story page 10). The Center provides easy
"We must meet and deal with the problems
access to ancillary materials,such as slides,
magazines, cassettes and videotapes,which students have in identifyingwhat one can do
with a history major," Curry says.
demonstrate the nature of a culture.The
He maintains that history has always preCenter will also be the site for videotaping
conversationclasses. These tapes will later be pared students for a variety of vocations and
replayed for self-evaluation.
Nyenhuis says that to major in the field doesn't necessarily
mean one must teach.
it's hoped the videotape method will help
Openings for history teachers aren't abunrelax students and give them chances to dedant
and Curry thinks students have misinvelop greater fluency.
terpretedthis fact to mean that history is a
Another new program at Hope is

SPANCOM, providing computerassisted in- "dead end" major.
A history major provides excellent preparastructionin Spanish (see story page 10).
There is a greater emphasis today on learn- tion for a career in government service at all
levels, law, the ministry and journalism, acing about culture as well as language,
cording
to Curry. He points with pride to the
Nyenhuis notes. The department has applied
for a grant to develop an integratedprogram record Hope history majors have in gaining
acceptance to the "best law schools in the
in languages and culture.
Female German, French and Spanish stu- country," including Harvard, the University
of Michigan and CaliforniaBerkeley. Many
dents may live in the College'sLanguage
House. Under the guidance of three native of those accepted have been women.
A law school's primary interest, he notes, is
assistants. Language House residentshave
many daily opportunitiesto converse and im- not in the undergraduate major of a prospecprove fluency. One evening each week for- tive law student. Rather, the chief consideraeign languages studentsmay choose to dine at tion is the score on the LSAT, or law board
a Language Table, an area set apart for biling- exam. History majors have done well on this
exam because the nistorycurriculum is a deual conversation.
Faculty:
A varietyof foreignstudy opportunitiesis manding one, emphasizing writing and reAlan C. Bedell, assistantprofessor of German
available to studentsthrough the Institute for search and the developmentof criticaland
John A. Crevieve,associate professor of French (on
EuropeanStudy, the Great Lakes Colleges analytical faculties. These are the aptitudes
leave fall semester,1977)
measured by the law board exam. In its advisMarge Faber, teaching associate in French
Association and Hope College. In most of
Robert Hoeksema, teaching associate in Spanish
ing, Curry points out, the history department
these programs, students live with native
Mary Jane Lamse, visiting assistant professor of German
directs student interests and energies into
families and receiveexposure to lifestyles,
(Spring 1978)
cultural mores and everyday speech patterns. courses in other disciplines that also contribMary Susan McCarthy, assistant professor of French
ute to the developmentof those abilities.
Gerhard Megow, professor of German
Nyenhuis says the department's strong
Jacob E. Nyenhuis, dean for the humanitiesand professor
Four years ago the department devised a
programs are complementedby a faculty with
of classics(chairman pro-tem 1977-78)
two-track major program.One track is for
G. Larry Penrose,assistantprofessor of history and Rus- strong teaching interests.
"Much energy goes into teaching foreign students planning on becoming secondarysian
OrestesPino, adjunctassistantprofessor of Spanish
languages at the beginning level," he notes. level teachersor professionalhistorians. The
Charles Powell,adjunct assistant professor of applied linProfessorsmust also keep pace with changing other track, a composite in historical studies,
guists and assistant director of international education
emphasesin the teaching of languages and of requires 18 credit hours in history and 18
Antonia Searles, assistant professor of Spanish
hours in other disciplines. The composite
Gisela Strand, assistant professor of German (on leave
literature. Nyenhuis emphasizes that the
spring semester,1978)
study of literature in the original language is track is particularly useful to students who
Ruth W. Todd, visiting associate professor of Classics
"a fundamentalingredientin our total pro- want to enter law school, seminary or another
Judith A. Vickers, assistant professor of French
professionalschool.
gram.
Nancy Wheeler, teachingassociate in classics

Curry says

that the history department's

"It's a department of well-educated,disci-

f
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Special events include a series of round-

which students will impersonate rather than talk about major 19th
century Philosophers Hegel, Marx, Kierkegaard and Nietzsche.Next semester a student
will produce a one act existentialist play for
aesthetics and existentialism
classes.
Westphal sees the need to broaden the department's base among students and "substantially increase the number of studentsfor
whom philosophy is an important part of their
educations."This belief,coupled with the fact
that there is a limiteddemand for Ph.D.
philosophersin the job market, has prompted
the philosophy department to concentrateits
efforts on serving non-majors rather than solely on the recruitment of majors.'
"Students today are very interestedin acquiring marketable skills," Westphal says.
'
"Part of the problem lies in selling studentson
the idea that a liberal education does not
primarilyconsist of the acquisition of marketable skills."
A revisedcore curriculum is presently
under consideration.It requiresa course in
philosophy. Westphal is hopeful that students
exposed to the discipline through the required
academic areas. In addition,six courses are
course would elect additional departmental ofrequired from at least three of six other deferings.
Another important task for the philosophy partments: English, history,philosophy,
psychology, sociology and communication.
department is "to get ourselvestogether,litA new developmentis the religion majorerally,"Westphalsays. Currently faculty
church worker program, initiated last year.
members' offices are scattered in two buildThe program is designed for students who
ings. Westphal, housed this year in Lubbers
desire to be involved in leadership positions in
Hall, is convinced that opportunitiesto daily
Christian education and youth work.
interact with colleagues in other humanities is
"The church worker program is no substiboth stimulating and enjoyable.
A final practical and formidable challenge tute for the M.A. degree or M.C.E. in Christian education,"notes Bruins. "Our intent in
will be to secure a replacement for D. Ivan
designing the program was to broaden stuDykstra, retiring in two years. Dykstra has
been a member of the philosophy department dents' experienceat the college level. Because
local churches were asking for students with
since 1950 and its most visible campus-wide
these kinds of interests, we said, let's give
representative.
them more preparation.
"And, of course,the program provides extable discussionsin

chief strength is its faculty.

plined historians who bring their collective
knowledgeof the growth of culture and the
profound politicaland economic changes that
have occurredover the past 2000 years to bear
upon the complexitiesand disturbingevents
of the contemporaryworld."
Curry says historians share with other
humaniststhe responsibility of bringing to
studentsa broad acquaintancewith a past that
sheds light on the present.
"But the task of the historian is more complicated because he cannot focus on only one
vehicleby which the experiencesof the past
have been conveyed, such as literature, philosophy, or religion. The historian must survey all of these plus economics and the other
social sciences, account for the impact of the
naturalsciences, and then attempt to explain
the relationships between these and how they
have influenced the course of events. It is a
formidable task. Hope College is fortunate to
have on hand historians whose qualifications
have equipped them to meet this challenge."

RELIGION

to seminary to earn the

Faculty:

Wayne G. Boulton,assistant professor of
Elton

Faculty:

D. Ivan Dykstra,professor of philosophy
Arthur H. Jentz, professor of philosophy
Merold Westphal,professor of philosophyand chairmanof
the department.
Percentageof above holding Ph.D. or other terminaldegrees:100%
Building:Dimnent Chapel and Lubbers Hall
Minimum requirementfor major: 30 hours
Courses offerings designedto fill core curriculumrequirements:
Presently none. Department staffs an interdisciplinaryrequired course. Introduction to Liberal Arts.

A

revised

curriculum,now under study, includes a required
philosophycourse.
Number of majors,1976-77: 19
Number of graduatingmajors,1977: 13
Percentageof 1977 graduatingmajors who applied to
graduateor professional schools: 54%
Percentageof above who were acceptedinto graduate or
core

professional schools:

100%

The most immediately apparent development in the philosophy department has been
the addition of a new faculty member. Dr.

’

i
;

,
t
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Merold Westphal came

to

Hope

in

August,

1976, and last spring he was named chairman
of the department.
The philosophy department is staffed by
three facultymembers (Westphal, D. Ivan
Dykstra and Arthur Jentz). Together, Westphal says, they provide "experience and
philosophicaldiversity."
Westphal's research interest is 19th and
20th century European philosophers,Dykstra'sthe philosophy of science and Jentz's the
philosophy of religion.
"We come at philosophy from different
enough orientationsto provide courses that
are diverse,"Westphal emphasizes. He hopes
to capitalize on this diversity by providing
opportunitiesfor students to see various
philosophicalperspectivesin a«ion and discover for themselves the strengthsand weaknesses of each.
Students are exposed to members of the
depai^ment not only through regularphilosophy courses and periodicessays by department faculty in the anchor (student newspaper), but also through Dykstra's Interdisciplinary Studies 113, Introductionto Liberal
Studies,and Westphal's senior seminar on
Christianityand contemporaryculture.

J.

Bruins, professor of religion and

who plan to go on
M.C.E. in Christian

cellent preparationfor those

religion

chairman of the

department
Sang H. Lee, associate professor of religion
Robert Palma, associate professor of religion
Allen Verhey, assistant professor of religion
Henry Voogd, professor of religion
Dennis N. Voskuil, assistant professor of religion
Percentageof above holdingPh.D. or other terminaldegrees:100%
Building:Lubbers Hall

education."
Students enrolledin the church worker

program supplementtheir

religion

major

courses with instructionin education,physical education,music and theatre.
Bruins is quick to point out that behind the
department's diversified course offerings
stands a diversified faculty.
"Any school requiringtwo courses in religion has to have the staff qualified to teach
Special resources:
those courses. Every teacher in the departThe ClarenceVan Ess Christian EducationEndowment
ment has had extensivetraining for his posi.'Fund to provide annualawards to superior students preparingfor the Christian ministry
tion. The average training of our professors is
Minimum requirementfor major:
six years of graduate work after college. And
30 hours in religion,a cupcourse in advancedwritingandin
the fundamentalsof philosophy;also 18 hours in other each professoris a specialist in his field."
Bruins also notes that four of the seven relidepartments
Course offerings designedto fill core curriculumrequire- gion department faculty members are in their
ments:
30's. "And we're a livelier department as a
Must take one of the following: Literature of Judaismand
Christianity, Basic Christian Thought, Phenomenology result," he says. "But we also appreciate
the people who have extensive experience in
of Religion, Religion in Society. Also, one additional
course is elected from the department's
course offerings. teaching."
Complementary off-campusprograms:
Among the challengesBruins foreseesis
Philadelphia Urban Semester
"to
have theological seminaries recognize the
ChicagoUrban Semester
Number of majors,1976-1977: 46
religion major as the best preparation for
Number of graduatingmajors,1977: 25
theological studies." He says in the past some
Percentageof 1977 graduatingmajors who applied to
seminaries encouraged students to major in
graduate or professionc/tschools: 50%
Percentageof above who were acceptedinto graduateor anything but religion in college, because they
believed seminaryofferingswould be mere
professional schools: 83%
duplicationof college religion courses.Bruins
"The Bible and Christiantheology are the says that seminaries like Yale and Princeton
prime foci of the Hope religion department, have traditionally encouraged religion majors
but not in a narrow sense," says Dr. Elton
for their programs. He reports the New
J. Bruins, chairman.
BrunswickSeminary (Reformed Church in
The department claims as its broadest
America) gives up to 16 hours of credit for
academic purpose "the study of religion to
Hope religion courses.
understand the role of religion in human cul"So rather than being a duplicationat New
ture." Breadth is offered in both its majors
Brunswick the religion major gives studentsa
program and in the departmental offerings de- running start on their theologicaltraining."
signed to fulfillthe core curriculum requireFor some students, future challengesrement (two courses).
volve around the much-debatedissue of ordiIn 1970, the religion departmentrestrucnation of women within the RCA denominatured its curriculum, dividingcourse offertion.
ings into five areas of academic investigation:
"Many religion majors are girls who plan
Biblical studies, historical studies,
on theologicalstudy and then becoming ortheological-philosophical
studies, studiesin
dained," says Bruins.
world religions, and studiesof religion and
Not surprisingwith the interdisciplinary
culture.
requirements for a religion major, many stuA sixth group of courses, basic studiesin dents form a composite major with another
religion, is comprised of four courses to
academic area.
choose from in fulfillinghalf of the core reliAnd not all religion majors plan on theologgion requirement. The second requiredcourse ical training after college. A good number use
is chosen from any of the department's upper their religion trainingas preparation for
level courses.
graduate studies in philosophy, history, law,
The religion majors program emphasizes a social work, and other fields.
broad base, both in terms of the departmental
"Many students have found the religion
offerings and in the liberalarts. Majors enroll
major an excellent way of focusing their libin courses in each of the department's five
eral arts education at Hope," says Bruins.

Division

Interview
(continued from page 7)

humanities. I am a strong advocate of having
studentswho have majored in the humanities
going off into other areas — going into business and the professions — because I
genuinely believe that this is a strong foundation for successful adaptationto a whole variety of careers.
In a sense, we offer the students a core
understanding and a way of approaching issues, of analyzing the issues and of expressing
themselves in writing and verbally in order to
enable them to be successful in moving into
one or another career, and there are a number
of my former studentswho have gone on into
a variety of professions.
I think, for example, of one of my students
w'ho was an English honors major at Wayne
State Universitywho now is a businessreporter for Dun and Bradstreet.I remember very
distinctly my conversationwith her after she
got that position. They told her that she was
precisely the kind of person they were looking
for, because they could teach her business
writing and teach her the technical terminology and the jargon that was necessary.But if
she was not able to express herself effertively,
they could not train her to think tor herself
and to ask the right questions.Because she
had been given a background which enabled
her to express herself, she could ask good
questionsand they saw the potential in her for
carrying out their goals in a very effective
manner. I saw her a couple of years back and
she is very happy in her position and had been
advanced within theorganization.
She came to them without technical skills
but she appliedher broad background in the
liberal arts and the humanities, specificallyin
English and the classics.I could cite other
instanceslike that of successful people who
had good foundationsin the humanities who
went into other areas.
Dr. Bedell from the foreign languages department, who is very much involved in
career counseling in the liberal arts, is very
interested in exploringcareer options for language students and students in the
humanities. He participated in a faculty seminar at one of the major automobile manufacturers in Detroita few years ago, and one of
the reports that he brought back is that the
people at the corporationsaid they would very
much like to hire people from liberal arts institutions, people with the land of depth and
flexibilitythat a liberalarts degree offers, but
they also wanted people who have an immediately marketable or usable skill.
This is another dimension to the advice that
I will offer to the prospectivehumanities
major. It is important to have some specific
skills which will be immediately adaptableto a
work situation, along with the general foundation in reading and writing and thinking
and asking fundamental questions.
Someone who wants to go into the teaching
professionin the humanities is going to face a
great deal of competition for admission to
graduate school or employment after
graduate school,but I would certainlyencourage any student who is highly motivated
and who has a good record of performance
here at the College to pursue that diligently.
I think that although one may at times be
frustrated in the pursuit of his goals, that if
one has clearcut goals and one has the ability
to achieve those goals, and works hard to
achieve them, that the chances of success are
much greater than if one just driftsalong, as it
were. There has to be a strong motivation, I
think, for a person who wants to go into a
career of teaching at the college and university
level. But it is also a very rewarding career and
I have derived great enjoyment in working
with studentsand faculty over the years and I
would like to encourage students who would
like to go on to do so, but not blindly ignoring
the fart that the competition is keen.
Another important thing to remember, of
course, is that today's needs are not necessarily the needs that will exist five or ten years
from now when the student is finishinghis
professionaltraining. So if a student were to
say now that there is a high demand for
engineers,ten years from now it may be that
the market will be floodedwith engineers.So
it is important to try to anticipate what the
needs are and how one's interests and abilities
fit

their potential.

insight

Who
insight

Says Humanities and Science Don't

This year Senior David Vander Velde is
typing up loose ends around a rather unusual
academic package— a double major in English
and chemistry.And for all the stated goals and
purposes of a liberalarts education,it remains
true that rarely does the twain meet on such a
perfectly balanced middle ground.
But recentlyVander Velde has announced
that he's "leaning heavily toward" graduate
school in English.What prompts the inclination to leave behind the booming business of
science to venture into the highly competitive
and professionally perilous path of a literature
scholar?
"I love it," says Vander Velde with a simple
but elemental style.
Does he worry about getting through
graduate school and finding himself with a
Ph.D. but no position in which to directly

'Pepe'

amount of science and "picked up a good deal
of trivia, much of which still serves me in
good stead."
In high school, due to no particular impetus
other than his own promptings, he began
now.
reading literature, starting with the most acEven the extracurricular
activities of the
Grand Rapids, Mich, native appear perfectly cessible 20th century American novels and
balanced. He's been doing chemical research then working "backwards and outward"into
the literature of other periods and other counsince his sophomore year with Dr. Donald
Williams; this year, he's been an assistant in tries.
He wants to be a professional writer. His "if
Dr. William Reynolds' freshmen writing
classes. He holds what he spoofingly calls
I could be anything in the world" wish is to
"the exalted rank" of assistant editor of Opus, become a novelist. But he's also interested in
the student literary magazine; he's a member journalismand has been told there's a need for
of Chem Club. And then, for variety (?), he people who can write about science inhosts a weekly show on campus radio WTAS. telligently and, at the same time, not bore
their readers.
Vander Velde's interest in chemistry
Vander Velde says while there may be a
started in grade school when, he says, he was
professional-level
tension between the sci"interestedin everything." He read a fair

apply that knowledge?
"That's a real possibility which everyone
recognizesand tells me about. But if I'm ever
going to live dangerously, it's going to be

Offers Computer Spanish Tutoring

Mix

ences and the humanities at Hope, it doesn't
exist on a personal level.
"I guess a lot depends on who you're talking to. But I get along well with faculty in
both areas. I see them as being friendsand
having a lot in common. Although they're in
different fields, they have many of the same
goals."
Has he felt pressured to declarehis ultimate, graduate-school-in-whatallegiance?
"People in both departments are very careful not to pull people around. In fact, in English if they like you they'll tell you to think
twice before applying to grad school." (English Department Chairman R. Dirk Jellema
says that if a good student wants to go to grad
school,
the department first makes certain
cho
that the student has a clear pictureof the
competition and the positions available to a
person with a Ph.D. in English.If the student
still wants to go to grad school, the department does its best to assist and encourage.)
Is American society becoming too technical?
"I've found that those who

"This is a terrificway to learn Spanish." program, SPANISH, is also ready for operation, Weller reports. SPANISH was de"It takes a while to get used to, but once
veloped by studentsKenneth Schmidt '75 and
you get started it becomes addictive."
James Diephuis '76, who worked with Weller
"You're too critical,Pepe!!!"
By and large, Pepe is a fairlypopular surro- during the summer of 1976. SPANISH is also
gate Spanish tutor at Hope College. He strives an interactive program, but operateson more
of a question/answer principle than
to be helpful, is usually available and has a lot
SPANCOM. SPANISH, Weller notes, is
of personality — considering he's part of a
adaptablefor use by any discipline and allows
computer system.
Pepe is the personification of SPANCOM, a instructorsto compose their own exercises
interactively at a terminal.
computer assisted instructionalprogram in
Weller has been a member of the Hope
Spanish. SPANCOM provides 26 interactive
faculty since 1962 and served as chairman of
computerdrills in the writing of Spanish
the department of foreign languages and literverbs and object pronouns in any of 12
ature from 1970-76. He has given presentense-moods.
SPANCOM was developed by Dr. Hubert tations on SPANCOM to the 1976 ConferP. Weller, professorof Spanish, and under- ence on the Computer in Undergraduate Curricula at Binghamton,N.Y., and to the Nataken with partial support from the Great
Lakes Colleges Association' Lilly Faculty De- tional Associationof Users of the Computer in
Application to Learning, held on Nov. 4 in
velopment program and the Hope College
Mellon Summer Grant program.The mate- Dearborn, Mich.
rials Weller has written are in their second
year of experimental use in Hope Spanish
courses.
Weller describesa program like
SPANCOM as being "very atypical"in
served as the room's able interior decorator.
schools of Hope's size. He thinks computer
A new Learning and Resource Center in
"The atmospherein which an individual
assistedinstruction, isn't more common beGraves Hall offers students of foreign languages readily accessible materialsto supple- .works is most important to his productivity
cause most people don't realize that a comand efficiency. We strived to make this room
ment their knowledge of language and culputer can handle text as well as numerical
both attractive and serviceable."
ture. The LRC is also being used by small
information.
The impetus for the LRC was provided by a
Weller applied for the GLCA grant in the classes for film and videotape presentations,
fall of 1974. He says he wrote the proposal
and conversationclasses convene in the com- gift in 1971 consistingof a portion of the
personal library of the late Linda Palmer, a
fortable and pleasinglyfurnished facility.
without much knowledge of computers, as"We in the foreign languages department member of the French department faculty
suming he could write the drills and someone
from 1966-69. Bequests were also received
else could do the programming. When he
have long known that we needed a multibegan work on the project the following
purpose room to serve students and teachers from the estates of Nella Meyer, teacher of
summer, he realized how little instructional on an individualand class basis," says Judith French and music at Hope from 1945-65, and
of Robert Melka, assistant professor of hismaterial was available for developing such a Vickers, assistant professor of French and
tory from 1970 until his death in December,
coordinator of the LRC project.
program.Convincedhe would have to develop the program on his own, he enrolled in a
"We needed ways to reenforceboth the
Hope College computer assisted course in
verbal and the cultural aspects of a language."
computer programming.It was his first direct
The LRC encourages students to sample
encounter with computer assisted learning
media from other countries. There is an ample
and Weller says he got "hooked."
supply of books, magazines and newspapers.
Weller views SPANCOM as "another re- A short wave radio allows students to tune in
source students have at their disposal" in
on foreign news broadcasts.
learning to overcome some of the knotty probSlide and videotape presentationsof cullems presented by Spanish verbs, each of
tural studiesare available for individualas
which has up to 60 forms in the simple tenses well as classroom use. Videotapes are puralone.
chased with two sound tracks — one in English
"I wanted the drills to be interactive and to and the other in a foreign language
respond as much as possible to the actual prob- providing adaptabilityfor use by students at
lems that students are having. I wanted to go various levels of language proficiency.
beyond the machine approach where a student
The video equipment is also used to tape
simply gets a 'sorry, wrong answer, try again' dialogues,readings and other student presenmessage."
tations. Ms. Vickers points out that the
In SPANCOM if a student makes an error videotape method frees the teacher from disthe program proceeds to an ordered series of tracting note-taking during the actual persegmental or morphological scans and checks formance, and also involvesthe student in the
to determine the positionor nature of the
evaluation process.
error. If the student is still unsure of the
"Videotaping permits the instructor to deal
answer, he or she may requesta hint. In most immediately with the problems a student is
of the drills,for each cue there are some 40 having, without interruptingthe student's
possible comments and hints a student could presentation."
receive.
The LRC is also intended to serve as a study
SPANCOM is further personalizedby its room.
feature of referring to students by their first
"Because almost all of Graves Hall is used
names after the first run. Students are con- for the department of foreign languages, we
gratulatedfor correct answers and gently
are pleasedto be able to provide students with
chided for excessiveerrors. Opportunity is
a place to work between classes or to browse
available for students to make comments at for a few minutes before a class begins,"
the end of a drill.
notes Ms. Vickers.
A second computer assisted instruction
As coordinatorof the LRC project, she also

know

most
it. And if
the

about technology are the surest of
anyone should feel good about something, it
should be those most deeply involved in it.
"Beyond that, given the tendency of
American society to run toward material
wealth, there's not much choice. If you want
to continuallyraise the standard of living, you
have to keep increasingthe technology. And
that seems to be what people want."
What of the value of the humanities?
"To me, art is fundamental, for a life thatis
more than just eating and sleeping.But I admit, I'm a little weird in that respect. That
certainlyisn't a universal belief."
How does it feel to be well-rounded?
"I don't think of myself as being wellrounded. I've gotten a good glimpse of all I
don't know anything about. Even in humble
Van Zoeren Library, there are thousands of
good books that I haven't read and probably
never will."

4
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Center Enhances Language Program*
1971. Furnishings were provided by

a

bequest

from the Rev. and Mrs. Peter VandenBerge
'37 of Rochester, N.Y., in memory of their
daughter Julie who graduated as a French

major in 1970.

The equipment was purchased through a
Title XI federal grant.

Next semester the audio language lab,
which adjoins the LRC, will be renovated to
improve efficiency and effectiveness. Glassfronted booths facing the console will enable
the teacher to maintain eye contactwith the
class and additionalstations will improve
teacher-studentinteractionpossibilities.
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Afford Hope?

So!
aid

opportunities
financial

During the past ten years the fixed cost of a Hope College
education has increased215%, but the total financial aid
receivedby Hope students has increased421%.
It is estimated that in 1978-79 over $9 billion in financial
aid will be available to help students in our country. Hope
College will coordinateover $3 million dollars of financial
aid during the current academic year. The eligibilitycriteria
for aid programs is.broader than ever before and most families
should not automaticallyassume that they will have to pay
the full fixed cost published (see table).
Choosinga college is a difficult task for most families
and financial considerationscertainlymust be faced. However, it is important to get the facts; don't limit your career
or educationalgoals due to presumed financial limitations.
Rumors and myths abound regarding the topic of financial
aid. A free bookletentitled "Meeting CollegeCosts" is readily
available through high school counseling offices and can also
be obtained by writing to the Hope College Financial Aid
Office.This is an excellent source of information and can
be used to make a preliminary determination of your aid
eligibility.

Get all the facts before you act because aid programs
be an answer to your financial concern for financing a

may

The

WHAT ARE MY CHANCES

application process has been rather complicated in the

past due to a proliferation of state and federal programs.

OF RECEIVING AID?

However, in 1978-79 a new applicationprocess has been
adopted on a nationalscale and "red tape" will be greatly
reduced.

A

Profile of 1976—77
CAUTION: Below are

given

Hope

College Aid Applicants

only estimates of a typical four member family

Form (FAF), will be required with assets of 510,000,two parents, one of whom is working,one student
la freshman) in college. YOUR INDIVIDUAL CIRCUMSTANCESMAY BE
1978-79. This single form can be used DIFFERENT AND WILL BE COMPUTED SEPARATELY. For a more accurate

single form. Financial Aid

to apply for help in

to apply for Michigan scholarships/grants, federal Basic Grant;
and all forms of Hope College aid. The form is sent to the
central office of the College Scholarship Servicewhere it is
analyzed and mailed to those agencies or schools requested
by the student. The new F.A.F. is available now in all high
school counseling offices and college aid offices.The form can
be completed after January 1, 1978.

complete"MEETING COLLEGE COSTS" available from your high
guidancecounselor.

estimate
school

The Hope College deadline for freshmenis March 1, but
Michiganresidentsare strongly advised to file the form by
January 31 in order to insure considerationfor state aid.
Transfer studentsand returningupperclassmen need to file by
May 1. Michigan students should file by March 15 to insure
considerationfor state aid. Students currently receivingaid
must also file a new F.A.F. and should pick up the form at
the Hope College Aid Office. Late applicants cannot be
guaranteed assistance.

Parent

Number

Income

Applicants

0- 2,999
3,000- 5,999

29

6,000- 7,499
7,500-8,999
9,000-11,999
12,000-14,999
15,000-19,999
20,000-24,999

36
49
194
227
408
302
140

Average

%

With Need
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
99.0
97.8
95.1
81.8
60.7
30.7
3.8

61

25,000-29,999
30,000-34,999
35,000-39,999

75

26

Need
4,556
4,276
4,053
4,095
3,609
3,098
2,505
1,626
1,062

642
570

IMPORTANT COLLEGE PLANNING DATES
OCTOBER

SEPTEMBER
JUNIOR
Talk with your High School Counselor
about college

.

SENIOR
Registerfor

NOVEMBER

JUNIOR

JUNIOR

JUNIOR

Qather information about colleges and
universities that sound interesting

Narrow down your choice

Make plans

SENIOR
ACT

Test to be given in

October

DECEMBER

ACT

Test for Seniors for eligibility
for Michigan Competitive Scholarship.
Register for ACT Test given in November
Last

Attenc College Night/FinancialAssistance Sessions.

JANUARY

SENIOR

SENIOR

ACT

Register for
February

Test

to visit campus

ACT

Test to be given in

Contact FinancialAids Office at your colit8e

MARCH

FEBRUARY

APRIL

I.

JUNIOR

JUNIOR
Registerfor

ACT

ACT

Test to be given in April

test

(Recommended

test date for

juniors)

Registerfor

SENIOR
Best time to

file

for

BEOG

Apply

for the

ACT

Test to be given in June

SENIOR

SENIOR

ACT

Later applications for the Tuition Grant will be considered until funds are exhausted

Test

SENIOR

MICHIGAN FUITION GRANT

include: PCS, FFS or FAF obtainei 1 from High School Counselor

MAY

JUNE

.

AUGUST/SEPTEMBER

JULY

JUNIOR
ACT

Test (Recommended test date for

juniors.)

SENIOR

\

announced
announced

InitialTuition Grant recipierits

Scholarship recipients

SENIOR
College Classes Start

Additional Tuition Grant recipien
ts announced (if funds are available)

Financial

Aid For Michigan Students

The Michigan Legislature has established four financial aid programs for college studentsin
need of assistance.

Tuition Grants

They are the Competitive State Scholarship,TuitionGrant and Guaranteed Loan programs.
In the last decade, these programs have provided students with more than 79,000 scholarships The Tuition Grant program provides assistance up to $1200 per year only to qualifying
and grants worth more than $117 million and more than 129,430 loans totaling over $127 students planning to attend one of the 40 eligible independent Michigan colleges or universities, including the 34 AICUM member institutions.
million.
Tuition Grants are available to enteririg freshmen,transfer students, upperclassmen and
Following is a brief summary of each of the programs:
graduate students for a maximum of four years of undergraduate studies and three years of
raduate school. Tuition Grants are not available to students enrolled in programs leadingto a
State Scholarships
egree in theology, divinityor religious education or to students who have taken vows or
otherwise pledged themselves to a religious vocation.The Grants are renewable each year for
State scholarshipsof up to $1200 are awarded annually to approximately 6,000 freshman
students in good standing.
students who score high on the American College Test (ACT) and meet the financial need
qualifications. Students in good standing may renew the scholarshipfor each undergraduate
Studentsplanning to attend an independent school and wishing to apply for a Tuition
To apply for a State Scholarship,studentsmust:
Grant, must:

—Take

the ACT at a designated time and place and have their scores released to the Michigan — Obtain a Tuition Grant Application from their high school counselor
Competitive Scholarship Program
— Submit the applicationto the MichiganDepartment of Education
Be a U.S. citizen or have declared their intention to become one
— Be a U.S. citizen or have declared their intentionto become one
—Have been a continuous residentof Michigan for twelve months before enrollment
— Have been a continuous residentof Michigan for twelve months before enrollment
— Be recommended by their high school
— Be recommended by their high school
—Be able to demonstrate financial need
— Be able to demonstrate financial need

sports

Winners
Hope maintained its winning reputationin
sports once again this year as no team

fall

finished worse than second in Michigan Intercollegiate AthleticAssociation (MIAA)

1

All!

most valuable player while Wendy Knecht, a
sophomore from Silver Springs, Md. , was
chosen most improved.

1

com-

FOOTBALL

petition.

The soccer team won the MIAA championship outright while the cross country
team shared the crown with Calvin.The football team finished second while the golf squad
tied for runnerup honors. The field hockey
squad had an excellent season while the volleyball team finishedthird in the WMIAA.
The Dutchmen took a commanding lead in
the MIAA all-sports race after fall competition. Hope has 42 points followed by Albion
with 30, Kalamazoo25, Calvin 23, Adrian 20,
Alma 15 and Olivet 13. Hope is bidding for its
first MIAA all-sports championshipsince
1966-67.

CROSS

COUNTRY

The Dutch harriers maintained their reputation as the most successful team in any sport
in the college's history by winning their fifth
straight league championship. The only
blemish was that the Dutchmen were forced
to share the crown with Calvin. The Knights
defeated Hope in a season-opening dual meet,
ending the team's consecutivewinning streak
at 24. The Dutchmen, coached by Bill Vanderbilt '61, regrouped and went through the
remainder of the schedule undefeated,including a rousing triumph over Calvin in the
league meet.
Seniors Lou Hoekstra of Parchment, Mich,
and George Moger of Simsbury,Conn, and
sophomore Dick Northuis of Grand Haven,
Mich, were named to the all-leagueteam.
Moger was selected by his teammates as
most valuable while Matt McNally, a junior
from Bernardsville,N.J., was chosen most
improved.

FIELD

HOCKEY

The field hockey team posted an excellent
8-3-1 overall record and second place finish
(5-1) in the WMIAA under first year coach
Anne Dimitre '76.
Karen Hartje, a senior from Glen Cove,
N.Y. , and Sue Gebhart, a junior from St.
Louis, Mo., were named to the Great Lakes
all-star first team for the third straight year.
Together they provided the bulk of the team's
offensiveattack with Hartje scoring 13 goals
and Gebhart 10.
Hartj e was selected by her teammates as the

The football team finishedas the second
highest scoring squad in the college's history
enroute to a 6-3 overall record. The winning
season was the sixth straight for the Dutchmen, tying the previous college record for
consecutive campaignsabove the. 500 mark.
The Hope teams of Alvin Vanderbushhad six
straight winning seasons from 1946-51.
Senior quarterback Mark Boyce of East
Grand Rapids, Mich, establisheda school record for career touchdown passes (33) while
freshman Greg Bekius of Whitehall, Mich,
set a new single season mark for extra point
kicking accuracy behind a perfect 21 for 21.
The team's final win of the season marked
the 50th for coach Ray Smith. His teams in
eight years have posted an excellent 50-20-2
record, a winning percentage of 71%.
Hope ended the season with a four game
winning streak after snapping a mid-season
slump that saw the team lose three straight. A
highlight of the campaign was the 21-18
victory over Wabash College of Indiana. It
was the only loss of the season for the
Hossiers who went on to finish second in the
NCAA Division III national championship.

f
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Six Hope players were named to the allteam. Named to the offensivehonor
squad were center David Zessin, a senior
from Detroit,Mich. ; tackle Craig Groendyk,
a sophomore from Jenison, Mich.; tight end
Jim Holwerda,a senior from Grand Rapids,
Mich. ; quarterbackMark Boyce; and fullback
Bill Blacquiere,a junior from Kentwood,
Mich. Senior back Todd Harbum of Flint,
Mich, was the lone Dutchman named to the
defensive honor team.
Blacquierewas voted the most valuable
player on the football team. Mike Skelton, a
senior from Crosswell,Mich., was named recipient of the Allen C. Kinney memorial
award which is given by the coaching staff for
maximum overall contributionto the team.

MIAA

GOLF
The golf team was forced to be an MIAA
bridesmaid for the second year in-a-row. Adrian won its first MIAA golf title ever while
the Dutchmen shared second place with Alb-

SOCCER
The highest scoring Hope soccer team in
historypowered the Dutchmen to the MIAA
championshipand a school record twelve
wins.
It was the first league soccer championship
for coach Glenn Van Wieren '64 who has been
rebuildingthe program since taking over in
1973.
The team won nine of 10 league games and
were 12-3, including a first-time victory
over Michigan State University (2-1). The
team out-scored its opponents 49-18, also a
school record.
Five Hope players were named to the allMIAA team. They were sophomore Jim DeJulio of Albany, N. Y. , junior John Clough of
St. Louis, Mo., junior Juan Ramirez of Holland, Mich., sophomore Gary Hutchins of
Flint, Mich., and junior Renze Hoeksema of
Holland, Mich. Hutchins was elected the
most valuable player by his teammates.

*
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VOLLEYBALL

ion.

Under first year coach Doug Peterson '77,
Dutchmen posted a 4-2 league dual meet

the

record.

_

Sophomore Lou Czanko

of

Kentwood,

Mich, was named to the all-league team after
finishing runnerup in the conference tournament. Czanko was also medalist in the
Purdue-CalumetUniversity tournamentfor
the second year in a row.

Both the junior varsityand varsity volleyball teams finishedthird in the

WMIAA

tournament. The varsity went on to finish
fifth in the state tournament.
Senior Sharon Kooistra of Wyoming,
Mich, was named most valuableplayer for the
third consecutiveyear while Jean Wilkening,
a sophomore from Grand Rapids, Mich. , was
selectedmost improved.

i
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Presidency...Uganda...the Press
President Turns
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Professor

suppress the report.

Hope

an unusual teacher on Oct. 4. Former U.S.
President Gerald R. Ford stepped out of his
limousine and into the classroom, giving
political science and business students the
unique opportunity of asking questions of a
man who less than a year earlier had been
directly affecting the course of U.S. history.
Ford's receptionat Hope was warm and
enthusiastic. Students lined the Pine Grove
sidewalk to shake Ford's hand and wish him
well as the officialentourage preceded from
the President's House to a Wichers Hall lecture room.
Ford's visit to Hope was part of a three-day
tour of Western Michigan colleges sponsored
by the American EnterpriseInstitute. Rather
than deliveringa public lecture, the former
Presidentchose to conduct two informal sessions with less than 200 students in each.
Participants fed questions to Ford at a steady
pace. Ford decidedto forgo a stage and podium
and simply stood before students to answer
their questions.
Ford told Hope students he thinks a compromise must be made between the issues of
clean air versus profitable plant operation,
that the Panama Canal Treaty should be
ratified, that he subscribesto President Carter's belief that an energy crisis is "the moral
equivalentof war" and that there has been too
much public diplomacy since Carter took ofStudents were generally impressed with
the thoroughness of Ford's responses.Said
one: "The media never let us know how intelligent he was."

Ugandans' Plight

f
i

"But as I see it, when information reaches
me, it's out," said Schorr.
He soon realized that he had "the only copy
of this report in the free world" and approached CBS for publication. When they declined, Schorr had the Pike Report published
in The VillageVoice.

College studentshad

fice.

I

dential source. The day before its scheduled
release, the House of Representativesvoted to

Several hundred

it

scene
campus

Americans could help bring about the demise of President Idi Amin by boycotting
Ugandan coffee and by ousting Amin's diplomatic representativein Washington,said

A massive House investigation into leaks to
the press followedand Schorr was

Press

Freedom

Stake

at

"Americansdon't fully know what's going
on when we talk about protectingsources.
They think it means ego or big money or just
some hotshot reportergetting attention,"
said former CBS newsman Daniel Schorr in
his public lecture at Hope College on Nov. 7.

subpoenaed

and asked nine times to identify the person
who had provided him with the Pike Report.
Finally, Schorr said that the House committee
found it didn't have enough votes on the floor
to support a contempt charge and the matter
was dropped.
Meanwhile, Schorr had been suspended
from his position with CBS. "When you work
for a large corporation,they deeply resent
your acting as an individual,"he said.
Recently describedby Newsweek as
"When a reporteris forced to reveal his
"somethingof a martyred defender of the
sources, sourceswill dry up for every reporter First Amendment faith," Schorr told his auand we'll have no more leaks— and then we dience that freedom of the press is "not so
will go back to having Watergates."
much a reporter's right to write, but a public's
Schorr ended a 23-year career with CBS last right to know."
fall when he resignedfollowinga controversy
The 61-year-oldveteran reporterhas been
over his leaking the secret Pike Committee
lecturingand writing since his forced retireReport on CIA and FBI abuses.
ment. His book Clearing the Air will be reHe obtained the document through a confi- leased this year.

Homecoming
in

February?

Uganda Freedom Union Spokesman Godfrey
Binaisain a lecture at Hope during the College's Black Awareness Week in early
November. Binaisa is a former Ugandan
lawyer who fled his homeland almost two
years ago. He was recentlyadmitted to the
New York Bar Association.
Binaisa said if the U.S. would employ isola-

*

tion measures against

Amin it could "help to
Ugandans may be

create a situationwhere

able to bring about changes themselves."

He dted Uganda's century-long Christian
tradition and its people's "very conservative,

authority-abiding"nature as reasons Amin
has not thus far been internally overthrown.
Discussinghis long-time acquaintancewith
Amin, Binaisa said: "The comical side of his
nature hides the vidousness with which he
deals with any threatsto his power."
Binaisa claimed that 200,000 Ugandans
have been murdered by Amin and that
"there'snot a single educated Ugandan who
hasn't lost someone they love."
Binaisa himself was told by Amin he would
be shot in public as a traitor for looking after
Israeli constructioninterests after relationships had been severed with that nation.Although Binaisa managed to convince the President of his loyalty, he was pertain he should
attempt escape as soon as possible.
The opportunity came when registrations
began to dwindle for a 1975 conference of
British Commonwealthlawyers scheduled to
be held in Uganda. Amin asked Binaisawhat
could be done to insure that the conference,
which was expected to bring $2 million into
the country, would be a success-. Binaisa offered to go to London to promote the event.
"So I left Uganda in first-classstyle in
broad daylightwith a one-month allowance in
my pocket. And I never went back."
Binaisa's wife and seven children were
smuggled into Kenya. The family was just
recentlyreunited in America. "I'm thankful
to be alive," he said but added that he hopes to
someday return to Uganda.
"Before Amin, Uganda was a flourishing
country with a highly enable economy ... I
miss it."

"Your Alumni Board felt that a year is too long to
wait between Homecoming celebrations.

“Do something about

it!''

they implored.

“Why not celebrate again in February?"
asked alumni director Vern Schipper.

“Why not!" reacted the

directors.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 11
• Club meetings, forums & luncheons
• Basketball vs. Olivet, 3 p.m.
• Alumni cheerleaders
• Post-game jazz concert and reception
• Buffet dinner

So alumni friends here it comes, ready or not.
Homecoming in February! It isn't meant to
replace the traditionalfall
festivities, but it’s just

Hope alumni and
and

Homecoming

another good reason

for

friends to join together for fun

frolic.
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You, published by Carlton Press. The book covers

'10s
Richard Telinde

'17,

M.D., Lutherville,Md.,

personal finance and offers a step-by-step outline
is

emeritus professor of gynecologyat Johns Hopkins
University and emeritus chief gynecologist at Johns

doss
notes

'20s
The Rev. Anton A. Schermer '25 is retiredin
Morrison, 111. He has preached 14 Sundays this year
and is activein teaching an adult Sunday school
class. He also conducts a monthly service in a rest
home.
Alice Van Hattem '28 Jones and her husband
Benjamin are embarking on the chicken-raising
business in Honduras, Calif. She is a retiredhigh
school librarian.

'30s
Harold Seekamp '34 has been elected president of
the Arts Club of Louisville,Ky. for 1977-78.
Dr. Ronald B. Visscher '34 is a group leader for
Procter and Gamble in Cincinnati, Ohio.
Virginia Freligh '38, Schenectady, N.Y., recently
retired after

has taught business administration at the Univerof Georgia.

sity

Hopkins Hospital.

35 years of servicewith GeneralElec-

tric.

'40s
The Rev. Calvin Malefyt '46, pastor of the University Reformed Church of Ann Arbor, Mich.,
recently returned from Russia where he had been
serving as Protestant chaplain to the diplomatic

community in Moscow.
Jack Barendse '48, principalof Peach Plains
ElementarySchool in Grand Haven, Mich., plans
to retire at the end of this school semester. He has
been with the Grand Haven district 22 years and
worked in public education 30 years. Jack was recently awarded a plaque by the Michigan Association of ElementarySchool Principals,naming him
"Principal of the Year of Region 12," composed of
120 elementaryschools.
The Rev. Dr. P. James Van Dyke '49 was installed as pastor of Ganado (Ariz.) Presbyterian
Church last September.

'50s

Hoekstras Accept Unique

helpful in saving toward a secure future. Kenneth

Marilyn Reed '64 Boling is living in Kalamazoo,
Mich. Her husband,Ron, is teaching 5th grade in
Portage. They are leaders of their church's senior
high youth fellowship.
Dr. Gary Hieftje '64, Bloomington,Ind., pre-

Mission Outreach Challenge

sented a paper at the seventh internationalconference on atomic spectroscopy in Prague, Czechoslovakia,last September. He has also co-editeda

new

book Contemporary Topics in Analytical and Clini-

Chemistry.
Dr. Federick Wezeman '64 is a staff member of
the departmentof pathology and director of
graduate medical education at Michael Reese Medical

cal

Center in Chicago,

Jack

Cook

'65

111.

recentlybecame a partner in the law

firm of Phillips, Babbitt,& Cook, P.A., West Palm
Beach, Fla.

Shirley Bouwman '65 Van Hoeven, assistant
professor at Western Michigan University, recently gave a presentation "Theory Versus Practical
Application: The Widening Gap in TeacherEducation" to the Speech Communication Association,
Washington, D.C.
Alfred Clymer '66 was recentlyappointed account
manager. Federal Government for GeneralTelephone Co. of Florida.He is also the 1977-78 president of the Interbay Rotary Club in Tampa.
Martha Hallquist '66 Mollema is a teacher in
Kalamazoo, Mich.
assistant treasurerof Mechanics& Farmers Savings
Robert Reynen'66, Ridgewood,N.J., is vice pres- Bank is Bridgeport.
ident in charge of the employeebenefitsdepartment Mary Whitney '69, M.S.W., is a faculty member
of DeLanoy & Kipp, an insurance company.
of Michigan State University School of Social
The Rev. Dave '66 and Sharon Rigterink'67
Work.
Grissen are involved in an evangelistic-discipling
'70s
ministry in Vienna,Austria.
Nancy Erickson '67 is living in a house church Kenneth Austin '70, assistantprofessor of music
community in Brookly, N.Y.
at Anderson (Ind.) College, played lead trumpet
Dr. Charles Postma '67 has been promoted to
with the Christian gospel group "Truth" on a 9,000
associateprofessor of education at Ashland (Ohio) mile tour of the U.S. this past summer. He also
College. He has also been appointed editor of Re- serves as principaltrumpet with the Anderson
view, the journal for the Ohio Council for the Social Symphony Orchestra: From 1973-75 Ken was pro-

tion at

Rutgers.

the

to the position of salariedrelationsspecialist for

principalof Kung Lee College,

u

substituteteacher

an assistant

and

is

working

General Elearic, Holland, Mich. She has been a

Naval Air Force.
Pat

and Barbara Tintle '72 Schofield,
West Milford, N.J., are both employed in the eastern home office of the Prudential Insurance Company of America.
Gary Van Kempen '71, Ph.D. , is teaching chemistry at Lansing(Mich.) Community College.
Bob Cooper '72 is with Van't Hof, Snell, and Vana
attorneys in Grand Rapids, Mich.
MarianneSchaefer '72 DeVree has been promoted to manager of the bookkeepingand proof
departmentof Heritage Bank of Country Club
Hills, 111 , where she has been employed for the past

1

Kevin McMullin 73 is a music teacher at
Tekonsha (Mich.) High School.
Vicki TenHaken 73 Meshkin has been promoted

Raymond

'71

?•

an internationalC.P.A. firm in Denver.

be a fellow in the field of infectiousdiseases.

DeKam 73

*

Zilinski is teaching 1st grade at

Colegio Nueva Granada,The American School in
Bogota, South Colombia.
Paul Bach 74, a graduate student in clinical psychology at the University of Montana in Missoula,
has been awarded a research assistantshipto a
recently-formed Ad Hoc Alcohol Studies Program.
The fellowship is sponsored by the Alcohol and
Drug Abuse Division of the Montana Department
of Institutions.

The Rev. Carl 74 and Barbara Koop 74 Folkert
are livingnear Fulton, 111., where Carl is pastor of
Spring Valley Reformed Church.
4 Vi years.
Linda Draft '72 has been appointed a lecturerin Bob Lamer 74, footballcoach at Zeeland(Mich.)
physical education and as an assistantto the athletic High School, was recently selectedas "Coach of he
Year" by The Holland Sentinel, the area newsdirector at the University of Wisconsin.She will
paper.
also coach the women's volleyball team and the
Nancy J. Mangun 74, an expanded function
women's softballsquad.
Martin Grit 72 and his wife, Diane, are livingin dental hygienist, teaches in the TEAM program at
Southern Illinois University Dental School. She
Longmont, Colo., where Martin is a CPA with
Brock, Cordle, and Assoc. He was promoted to a also works part time in a private dental office.
Nancy received her certificate from the Commissenior staff member last december.

T

.

Preston Stegenga

Named

United

«
9

Nations Development Consultant

"Coach Al Vanderbush was the one most

history and political scienceat Northwest- responsiblefor making our undergraduate
ern College, Orange City, Iowa.
days so significant and unforgettable.He is an

Dr. Stephen Havlicek '63 and Dr. Mary
Dykstra '63 Havlicek are livingin Kennesaw,
Ga., where Stephen is senior research scientist at
Georgia Tech's engineering experiment stationand
directorof several environmentalchemistryresearch projects.Mary is assistantprofessor of
chemistry at Floyd Junior College, Rome, Ga.
Roderick MacRae '63 is supervising analyst for
New York Telephone in New York City.
John Mooshie '63 has opened his own advertising
agency in Tallahassee, Fla.
Kenneth Musser '63, Emmaus, Pa., recently had

a

Wayne recentlyreceivedhis CP. A.
for

is

communicationspecialist at G.E. for the past four
in Alaska's first city, Ketchekan.
Laura Miunford '71, M.D., is a senior assistant years.
resident in internal medicineat the University of Phil Russell 73 and his wife Kathy are livingin
Chicagohospitals.Starting in July, 1978, she will Milton, Fla., where Phil is an ensign with the U.S.

fessor of

Calif.

is

>-

liv-

teacher in Shell, Ecuador.
Christine Hansen '70 Silva

'68 is

Shelby ders.)

Barbara Wood '61, M.B.A., is a systems analyst
with Bechtel Power Corporation, San Francisco,

Wayne 73 and Lucy Beagle 74 Kramer are

reservation.
an Anglo-Chinesesecondary school in Hong Kong.

r

funds in Egypt.

in ministry at Our Saviour's Reformed Church.

Endowed Vanderbush
Scholarship Grows

community education program of

Garlan Huberts 72 is an associateengineer with
Burroughs Corp., Plymouth, Mich.
The Rev. Paul Smith 72 has accepted a call to
Lakeland Reformed Church of Vicksburg, Mich. He
was ordained to the gospel ministry in Septemberat
the Newkirk Reformed Church of Hospers,Iowa.
Penny Morse 72 Winter — See 1957.
Dave Helmus 73 is serving in a volunteer program in teaching and the administration of relief

Music in Bogota, Colombia.
Kathleen Buunna '70 is a missionarylanguage
student at Rio Grande Bible Institute,Edinburg,
Tex. After three months of additionaltrainingwith
the Christian Service Corps in Washington, D.C.,
Kathleenplans to serve as an elementaryschool

Hudson Soo

t

has accepted a

to Fair Lawn (N.J.) Reformed Church.

ing in Lakewood, Colo., where Lucy

'

(Mich.) public schools.He formerly served as pro-

call

fessor of trumpet at the National Conservatoryof

It is a church-related high school and one of 14
U.S. RepresentativeGuy Vander Jagt '53 reschools operated by the Church of Christ in China.
cently appeared as a guest on "Hour of Power," the
Gordon DePree '52 was the college's second printelevisedbroadcast of Dr. Robert H. Schuller '47.
cipal.
The Rev. Norman Ratering'54 is pastor of Bethel
John '68 and Eleanor Wybenga '68 Renwick are
Reformed Church, Aplington, Iowa.
living in East Lansing, Mich., where John has been
The Rev. Robert A. Winter '57, rectorof the St.
Thomas of CanterburyEpiscopal Church, Green- promoted to lead systems programmer in the
M.S.U. computer laboratory. Eleanor is a realtordale, Wis., was recently re-electedto a three-year
associate.
term as Dean of the Kemper Deanery (seven
Robert W. Veldhoff '68, M.B.A. , was recently
parishes)of the Diocese of Milwaukee.He was also
awarded the professional insurance designation
electedto the standing committeeof the Diocese at
Chartered Property Casualty Underwriter(CPCU)
its recent council.A member of the Department of
at national conference ceremonies in San Francisco.
Missions, Robert also serves as chairman of the
Robert is the chief commerciallines underwriter in
MissionStrategy Committee. His wife Penny
the Minneapolisoffice of The Sentry Insurance
Morse '72 has establisheda program for learningGroup.
disabledstudents at Greendale High School and has
Lawrence '69 and Sally MacBarron'69 Metzger
establishedan all-purpose remedial program.
are living in Fairfield, Conn. Larry has been named
Penny also serves on the youth commissionfor the
Episcopal Diocese of Milwaukee.
Dr. Gary TerHaar '58, Baton Rouge, La. , has been
promoted to directorof the toxicology and industrial hygiene departmentof Ethyl Corporation.
Most of Gary's 15 years with Ethyl have been concerned with environmentalmatters related to the
use of lead and manganese in gasoline.
$6,700 has been raised toward a $10,000
'60s
endowed scholarshipfund to recognize
Marshall '60 and JacquelinePeelle '62 Elzinga
former Coach Al Vanderbush '29, a member
are livingin Wading River, N.Y., where Marshall
of
the political sciencedepartment faculty
. is a biologist at the Brookhaven National Lab. He is
studying the molecular mechanism of muscle con- from 1945-1972.
The fund was establishedlast spring by
traction. Marshall's research is supported by grants
from the National Instituteof Health, the National members of Hope's 1951 MIAA coScience Foundationand the American Heart Aschampionship football team — Gene Nyenhuis,
sociation.He was recentlyappointed to the editorial
Ron Schipper, Jack VanderVeldeand Fred
board of the Journal of BiologicalChemistry.JacYonkman, all members of the Class of 1952.
queline is playing the string bass in both the
(Rumor has it that Kate VerMeulen '53
Bellport Chamber Orchestra and the Stony Brook
Yonkman originally came up with the idea
University Orchestra.
Dr. Marvin Petroelje '60 is teaching world history and passed it along to the four former gridin the

The Rev. William Hill-Alto72

Studies.

John Linton '50 has accepted a positionas director
Theodore Van Dam '67, M.D., is practicing
of mechanicaland electrical engineering with Roy
internal medicinein San Clemente,Calif.
G . French Associates,Inc. , architectsand engineers
Linda Ashe '68 Cuba is teaching reading and Enin Port Huron, Mich.
glish as a second language at Pine Hill High School,
Wynetta Devore '51, Somerset,N.J., is a profesRamah, N.M. The school is a branch of the Navajo
sor in the field of social work at Kean College and an
adjunct professor at Rutgers University. She is also
working toward her Ed.D. at the School of Educa-

The Rev. Harvey Hoekstra '45 and wife
Lavina, a veteran missionary couple, have
been assigned by the Reformed Church in
America to Portable Recording Ministries,
Inc., based in Holland, Mich.
The Hoekstras will travel to various countries to provide on-locationtechnical help in
establishingeffective tape ministriesto bring
the Bible's message to unreached people.
The first field project under this program is
scheduled for January through March, 1978,
and will involve Ghana, the Cameroons and
India. The Hoekstras will be working with
people chosen by the nationalchurches.
The Hoekstras have given 26 years of service as missionariesin the Sudan and
Ethiopia. Mr. Hoekstra was elected vice president of the RCA General Synod last June. He
recentlycompleted his dissertation for the
doctor of missiology program at Fuller
Theological Seminary.
In 1975 he was recipient pf the Hope College Distinguished Alumnus Award. The
couple has six children.

outstanding individual.Many of us recall

ways in which he influenced and even
changed our lives," said a spokesman from
the group.

"We felt that every athlete who knew
Coach Al would want an opportunity to show
gratitudeto him."
The Alvin W. VanderbushStudent Athlete
Award will be given each year to a sophomore, junior or senior who has demonstrated
both academic and athletic competence.
Contributionsmay be sent to The Alvin W.
Vanderbush Student Athlete Award, Hope

In^irs^oo^^avinx^Compoun^nUi^^m^^ College^lolla^^MdT^9^^^^^^^^

Preston J. Stegenga '47, Ph.D., has been
appointed a consultantfor the United Nations
Development Program.He is director of the
InternationalCenter at CaliforniaState University,Sacramento.
United Nations consultantsare periodically
assigned to evaluate UN projects in developing countriesthroughout the world. Stegenga
will specialize in internationalhigher education projects.
Stegenga has served as director of the CSUS
InternationalCenter since 1968. He was previously assigned by the United States Agency
for InternationalDevelopment as advisor to
the president of the University of Liberia in
West Africa. He also serves as a consultanton
internationaleducation for the American Association of States Colleges and Universities.
From 1955-66 he was presidentof Northwestern College, Orange City, Iowa.
He holds the M.A. degree from Columbia
Universityand the Ph.D. from the University'

L

sion on Advanced Dental Testing in Ohio last Au-

Marilyn Rath bun

gust. In addition, she plays the viola with the St.
Louis Philharmonic.

John are employed by the General Program Council
of the Reformed Church in America to serve as

Robert Ambrose '76 is system-wideband director
for the Buchanan, Mich, community school system.
Zuetlen Marshall '74 is teaching Spanishand
Nancy Tromp '76 Boot is teaching 3rd grade at
music at the University Liggett High School,
Pine Run ElementarySchool, Chalfont, Pa.
Grosse Pointe Park, Mich.
Ronald '76 and Dawn Erickson '77 Brown are
Judy Miersma '74 is teaching 2nd grade in New living in West Lafayette,Ind., where Ron is studyGronigen School, Zeeland, Mich.
ing for his degree in chemical engineering and
Beverly Myer '74 is teaching Spanish at Grand
Dawn is workingas a reading aide in the Lafayette
Rapids (Mich.) BaptistAcademy.
school system.
Louis Walvoord '74 Watson is teaching senior
J. ChristianClemmens '76 is finishingher M.A.
high vocal music at Williamson(N.Y.) Central
in art history at Pennsylvania
State University.
School. Her husbandFrank is head golf professional Carol Cook '76 recently accepted a teaching posiat Riverton Oakes Golf Course in Henrietta.
tion in Taiwan. She was formerly history departDiana Apsey '75 is teaching math at Rogers High ment secretary at Hope College.
School in Michigan City, Ind.
Paul Fowler '76 is an electrical engineer for MacJan Brevick '75 is teaching 1st grade at Whitehall beth Corporation, Newburgh, N.Y.
(Mich.) ElementarySchool.
Mark '76 and Nancy Ball '76 Halvorsen are in
Gordon '75 and Susan Kerle '74 Callam are
master's programs in marriage, family, and child
livingin Jackson, Mich., where Gordon is an accounseling at Fuller Theological Seminary,
countant with Emst & Ernst and Sue is substitute Pasadena, Calif.
teaching. She formerly taught 3rd grade for three Rita Henrickson '76, Kalamazoo,Mich., is direcyears in the Hale, Mich, sdiools.
tor of volunteer activities and activitytherapistat
Phil Ceeley '75, M.B.A., is working for Virginia the Battle Creek Mental Health Clinic. She isalso in
Chemicals, Inc. , and living in Norfolk.
the public administration graduate program at
Mary Jane Myers '75 Davidsonis teaching
Western Michigan University.
elementary music in the Hilton publicschools,near David James '76 is teaching English at Saugatuck
Rochester, N.Y. She also teaches piano and theory (Mich.) High School.
at

the Hockstein School of Music, a local

commu-

Kate Solms '76 is a clerical/research
assistantfor
the NetherlandsMuseum Archives, Holland,
Mich. Next fall she plans to study toward her master's

in Britishliteratureat the University of
Chicago.

tory salesman for the veterinary products division
of Upjohn Company.

Susan Vincent 76 is studying advanced secretarial
work and business procedures at Southampton (England) College of Technology.
Lenann Williams 76 is working as a banktellerin
Edina, Minn., and active in the Edina ABC Foundation. With Mary Staal '77, she serves as resident
directorin a house of eight teenage girls who have
come to Edina to attend high school.
Becky Badman 77 is teaching 1st grade at Elm
Street School, Phoenix,N.Y.
Mark '77 and Lydia Huttar 76 Brown are living
in Ann Arbor, Mich., where Mark is studying toward the master's degree in electrical engineering
and Lydia toward the master's in German at the
University of Michigan.
Carlos Cams 77 is studying internationallaw at
the University of Miami and working for a broker-

Hank Shadwell

age firm.

ElizabethElliott77

is

studying toward her mas-

Marsha Knaup 77 is employed at St. Mary's HosGrand Rapids, Mich.
Sarah Koeppe '77 is a kenowriter at Harvey's
Resort Hotel and Casino, South Lake Tahoe, Calif.
Jim '77 and Wendy Smith 76 Lampert are living
in Columbus, Ohio, where Jim is a branch representative for Thorp Finance, a subsidiary of ITT.

Fitch '75 is a 7th-grade English teacher
for the Rochester (N.Y.) city school district.

pital in

Debra Frifeldt '75 Hinchman is livingin Mare
Island,Calif., where her husband Steve has been
commissionedwith the Navy Civil Engineer Corps.
Glenn '75 and Ruth Muyskens '76 Swier are
directorsof the Hillside House Christian Center for
Servicemenin Seoul, Korea. They serve as group

class
notes

'77 is working with delinquent
youths who are wards of the court at Christian
Haven Homes, Wheatfield, Ind.
Julie VanWyk 77 is a VISTA volunteer at Sargus
Juvenile Detention Center in St. Clarisville, Ohio.
She is involved in a tutorial program for the residents.

Nancy Warren '77

is

a

scienceteacher with Wes-

leyan World Missions, Caparra Heights, Puerto
Rico.

Grads Overtake Yale
Seven Hope alumni doing graduate work at
Yale University have formed their own mini
alumni group. Jim Beran 75, Bob Luidens 76
and Glenn Wagner 75 are enrolledin Yale
Divinity School, Kevin Eckhart 75 is doing
graduate work in history and Richard
Hoeksema '77 is studying geology and
geophysics. Nancy Oosting 75 Wagner and
Mary Koeppe 76 Luidens are also among the
group. Mark van Voorst 75, a divinity student at Princeton University,reports that
there are also 11 Hope alumni enrolledthere.

deaths

leaders,counselors, teachers,recreationtherapists
and social workers.
attending graduate

The Rev. Frank A. Huff '25 died on-Nov. 4, 1977
in Boonton, N.J.
Mary Free Bed Hospital in Grand Rapids, MichiA retired RCA pastor.Rev. Huff served churches
in New York and New Jersey.
gan. She recentlyinterned at Michael Reese HospiHe is survived by his wife, Marian.
tal in Chicago and Elizabethtown Center for Youth
Gertrude Hoekje '12 Stegeman died on Sept. 28,
in Pennsylvaniato complete her physical therapy
certificate program from Ohio State University.
1977 in Orange City, Iowa. She was 86.
The Rev. Dr. John R. Walchenbach'57 has
After graduating from Hope College, Mrs.
been named executivesecretaryfor program Stegeman earned her master's degree in Latin from
for the Reformed Church of America. He is the University of Michigan. She then taught in the
presentlypastor of Second Reformed Church Fremont and Holland (Mich.) high schools.
After marryingthe ReverendHenry V. E. Stegein Pella, Iowa.
man '12 in 1917, she and her husband left for
missed a couple
Walchenbach is a graduate of New
serviceas missionaries in Japan. Dr. Stegeman
Hope College is proud to have on its campus BrunswickTheological Seminary and holds
served as president of Yokohamafrom 1936 until
two additional generation students, who were the Ph.D. from the University of Pittsburgh, the fall of 1941, when the threat of war forced the
inadvertentlyomitted from our listing in the where he studied under the respectedJohn
couple to return to the United States.
last News from Hope College:
Calvin scholar,Ford Battles.
Dr. and Mrs. Stegeman both taught at the
Jeff Verbeek of South Haven, Mich., son of - Walchenbach is co-author of the book An Orange City Academy, the predecessor of NorthwesternCollege. After Dr. Stegeman'sdeath in
John G. '58 and Margery Addis '56 Verbeek, Analysis of the Institutes of the Christian
grandson of John J. Verbeek '26; and Susan Religion of John Calvin, published in 1972. 1954, Mrs. Stegeman continued to live in their
Orange City home until she entered the Heritage
Van Eenenaam of Grand Haven, Mich.,
He has served congregations in the ReHouse Nursing Home in May of 1975.
daughter of John '51 and Marianne Wierks formed Church and the United Presbyterian
She is survived by several nieces and nephews.
'56 Van Eenenaam, granddaughter of Harold
Church. A native of Paterson, N.J., he is
John Ross Stephens '50 died on Nov. 2, 1977 in
'24 and Mary Boer '24 Wierka, great-grand- married to the former Patricia Ellen
Elkhart, Ind. as a resultof multiple myaloma. He
daughter of the late Nicholas Boer '97.
Richardson. They have two children.
had been a hospital patient for three months.
school at the University of Wisconsin.
Mary Lee Wilkinson '75 has accepted a positionat

Oooops,

we

The Alumni Office provides
"Career Corner," a want ad service
for alumni seeking employment.

Alumni who

Wendy is working in the purchasing department of
Jeffrey Manufacturing.
Jane Leedecke '77 is a 3rd grade teacher in the
Orangeburg (S.C.) School District#5.
Jean Lineweaver '77 is a social worker in
Fennville, Mich.
Declan McNamee '77 is a San Francisco Bay terri-

missionaries with die Church of Japan.

degree in family studies at Michigan State
University.

Raymond

is

Koedyker and her husband

ter's

nity school, and is workingtoward her master's at
the University of Buffalo.

Jody Japinga '75 Syens

'76

Mr. Stephensformerly served as an associate
research chemist with Miles Laboratories, Inc. in
Elkhart.

Thomas Van Zanden '29 died

on Sept. 30, 1977 in

St. Paul, Minn.

Mr. Van Zanden formerly served as an assistant
regional supervisor of plant pest control with the
U.S. Department of Agriculture.
Harold A. Lubbers '22 died on Nov.
Horseshoe Bend, Ark. He was 78.
.

19,

1977, in

Born in Ceder Grove, Wis., he was the son of the

Anthony and WilhelmineHysink Lubbers. In
1931 he married Alice May Reid of Chicago.
He was employed by the American Can Company and lived throughoutmost of his life in Wislate

consin.

He

retiredin 1967.

Mr. Lubberswas a member of the Horseshoe
Bend United MethodistChurch, American Legion
of HorseshoeBend, Methodist Mens Club, American Can Retirement Organization and wasa charter
member of the Kiwanisat Horseshoe Bend.
He is survived by his wife; one son, Fredrick
Malvern Reid; one daughter, Barbara Lubbers'55
DePree; three brothers, Irwin Lubbers '17,
Raymond Lubbers '13 and Melvin Lubbers '27 ; also
four grandchildren and two great-grandchildren.

career corner

are available for

permanent jobs are invited to submit
up to 50-word ads describing their
113 1971 graduate. Biologist with four years experience 115 1949 graduatewhose job objective is to utilizeyears 17 1972 graduate.One-time theatre major has found
qualifications.These ads will be
in public health work in the tropics.Has done extensive
of expenence
or
experienceand education in service and ministryto
right career: computer programmer and systemsanalyst
, work in the epidemiologyand bacteriology of cholera,
the elderly. B.D., B.A., 12 years in the pastoral minisprinted anonymously and without
with solid background and business experiencein
enteric fevers and gonorrhea.Is interested in further
try, nine years in food service, business management,
BASIC, now in the midst of COBOL preparation. Logicharge in "News from Hope College"
work in the biological sciences including research into
some accounting.Desires managementposition in recal and imaginative. Will go anywhere; prefer urban
the
design
and
the
production
of
scientific
equipment.
and "The Hope College Magazine."
tirement home, convalescent home or related field. Will
center.
relocate.
114 Former social worker, BA '67, desires change of
Prospective employers may
118 1969 graduate desires counseling position at the colcareer due to relocation to west coast. Has had years of
116 Math major,’77 graduate, desires position as actualege level or as an industrial personnel officer.Job
respond to the Alumni Office,
experiencehosting international visitorsand desires a
rial assistantbut will consider related employment. Has
placementofficer duringsummer of 1970. Employed
career
in
diplomacy,
hospitality
or
employment
as
referring to the ads by number. We
presentedpapersto Michigan MathematicalAssociawith Mutual of N.Y. InsuranceCo., 1973-75. Rutgers
companion/social
secretary. San Francisco area only.
tion. Score of 37 (verbal) and 20 (math) on actuarial
University counselorin 1974. M.A., Princeton Semiwill then match the employer with
aptitude test.Grade of 10 on first actuarial exam. Willnary, 1971 and M.A., RutgersUniversity, 1974,
your name and address and also furing to relocate.
and address. From there, you're on
your own!
The receipt of ads will be
acknowledged.Ads will be printed as
soon as possible after we receive
them. "News from Hope College"
and "The Hope College Magazine"
are published a total of seven times
per year.

Ads will be printed twice unless we
receive a stop-order. They may be
resubmitted.

I

am job hunting and would

College

like to

have the following want ad appear in the next Hope
lf^o more tjian
*Please type

publication.

wor(is

Name
Number
-

Y^ar

Address
If

you have

a job opportunity for

any of the following employment
seekers please contact the Alumni
Office todav.

City, State, Zip

Telephone

d
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God With'
Against the pattern of routine come shocks
Of miracles we'd thought were past, absurd
Those speaking asses, waterspoutingrocks
Are things we rather wish had not occurred:

—

The patient shepherds circling their flocks.
Called to see the child no father fathered,
Might understandablyhave been excused
(their sensibilities and ours infused)
If they had said they'd rather not be bothered.
But here again the miracle of birth.

The fatherhood of

Among

son, the living word

us lives. In birth

we

find his death.

In death discover birth, and every breath

Of every creature signals through the earth
His presence. This

is the consequential

This earth the place

we'

keep; and in

hour,

it lies

Our work, his love made real. We see his power,
God with us in the Christ-crossed sides.
R. Dirk Jellema
R. Dirk Jellema was awarded second place

in

-

the poetry category in the 1976 Evangelical Press

Association awards competition for his Christinas poem, "God With Us.
Jellema, who serves as chairman of the English department,has been a

member of the Hope

faculty since 1964. He has been responsiblefor introducing into the curriculum courses in advanced
creative writing and modern poetry.
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